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ABSTRACT 

M.A •. 
Department of History Odarka Stephanie Smal 

DRAHOMANIV'S PLANS FOR REFORM OF 

UKRAINE AND THE RUSSIAN EMPIRE 

This thesis examines M.P. Drahomaniv's concept:of Ukraine 

and his plans for her future development within the framework of a 

reconstructed Russian Empire. The.:fi rst chapter reviews the general 

conditions prevalent throughout all ethnically-Ukrainian territories 

fro~ the beginning of the national revival until the entry of Draho~ 

maniv as a leading figure in the intellectual milieu, and provides a 

brief biographical sketch. The second chapter discusseshis analysis 

of the Ukrainian past and present, and his program for her future evo- . 

lution. The third chapter deals with his theoretical proposals for 

the reconstruction of the Russian Empire) the means he urged ta achieve 

this and his cri ticisms of Russian intellectuals and radical revolution-

aries. The final chapter outlines the struggle with his Ukrainian con-

temporaries as a result of his liberal-evolutionary principles and his 

federal conclusion for the political future of the Ukrainian nation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this thesis is to examine M.P. Drahomaniv's 

concept of Ukraine and his plans for Ukrainian nutional evolution. 

Drahomaniv's bellef in the existence of a Ukrainian Unatsional'nost" 

(nationality) distinct from every other Slavic nationality arose out of 

bis analysis of the' Ukrainian historical past and bis studies of Ukrain

ian folklore, especiaily folksongs. 

Having establlshed to bis own satisfaction the existence of 

a Ukrainian nationality, he was deterroined' to find a sotution to the 

problem of Ukraine ~s. appllti~alentity. He realized that the great

est difficulties facing Ukrainians in this respect was the isolation of 

Ukrainian regions from each other, the denationalization of the ~lite 

and the lack of national consciousness among the peasantry. In addit

ion to these factors, political and cultural connections with Russia in 

the past as we1l. as during his lifetime (1841-1895), led Drahomaniv to 

believe that political separation from the Russian state or even a CO~ 

plete break in the ties with Russian culture was not possible. 

Consequently, when hypothesizing on Ukraine' s future develop

ment, he came to the conclusion that an autonomous, not independent, 

Ukraine within a newly-reconstructed Russian Empire based on federalism 

would be the best solution to the' Ukrainian problem. Such a solution 

necessitated the formation of a pro gram for a new All-Russian State in 

which tœ political, national and cultural rights of ail the minorities 

would be guaranteed and safeguarded. 

Drahomaniv developed such a pro gram and criticized aIl those 

who disagreed with the theoretical proposals and the practical means he 
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suggested to achieve his goal. In doing 50, he provoked counter-attacks 

on all sides by both Russians and Ukrainians. Russian conservati ves de-

nounced him as a radical socialist and for encouraging a dissatisfied 

youth to partake in terroristic activities. Ukrainian conservatives 

accused him of trying to Russify the Ukrainian connnuni ty and undermining 

their efforts to obtain cultural concessions from the Russian government. 

ii 

Russian revolutionaries criticized him for emphasizing the national question 

to the exclusion of the more important socio-economic problems in the 

Russian Empire and of retarding progress in all spheres by propagating 

evolutionary rather than revolutionary principles. Ukrainian revolu-

tionaries attacked him for his abiding concern with cultural questions 

and for his refusal to join any revolutionary party. Russian national-

ists dismissed Drahomaniv as a "little Russian chauvinist" because they 

read only those writings in which he stressed the need for a solution 

to the Ukrainian national problem. Ukrainian nationalists regarded him 

as a "Ukrainian renegade" "because he rejected wholeheartedly the idea 

of a politically independent Ukraine. 

Drahomaniv' s voluminouswritings in Ukrainian and Russian have 

not been translated into any Western European language except for a rela-

tively small number of selected writings which can be read in English 

in Ivan L. Rudnytsky' s Mykhaylo Drahomanov. A Symposium and Selected 

Writings (Nevl York, 1952). Secondary sources in West European lang

uages are practically non-existent. There are only two analytical art

icles, one in French by A. Seelieb, ilLe Maitre et son disciple I. Michel 

Dragomanoff" in La Revue Ukrainienne (July-Dec. 1915) and one in English 
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by D. Doroshenko, l11'1ykhailo Dragomanov and tœ Ukrainian National 

Movement", in The Slavonic Review (vol. XVI, no. 48, Apr. 1938). 

iii 

In addition to these factors, any major study dealing with 

Drahomaniv directly is outdated. Only three studies were published in 

the 1950's, and two of these dealt with his literar,r views. TWo more 

were published in the 1960's and one in 1971, all in the Soviet Union 

and all purporting to show that Drahomaniv's theories and activities were 

proof that Russian and Ukrainian democratic forces in the latter part 

of the nineteenth century fought in a common struggle against all for.ms 

of oppression andworked towards one goal - the destruction of auto

cracy,the carrier of class and national oppression. However, even 

R. Ivanova, in Mykhaylo Drahomaniv u suspil'no politychnomu rusi Rossii 

1a Ukrainy (Kiev, 1971), admits that Drahomaniv did not fully understand 

the problem of class struggle. 

A nUmber of articles in Russian and Ukrainian appeared in the 

1960's, but with two exceptions, ail discuss Drahomanivas one of the 

few men of ms time who tried to show ~ainians the value of remain

ing tied to Russia both politically and culturally. 

The special pleading of much of tms literature and the scar

city of disinterested studies indicates that there is a need for an ob

jective analysis of Drahomaniv's theories, of·ms role in the.develop

ment of a Ukrainian national consciousness and of ms criticisms of·' 

the Russian revolutionar,r movement·of the later nineteenth century. 

Such a study is possible only on the basis of a surveyof ail of· Draho

maniv' s works, of ms criticisms of both Russians and Ukrainians. Other

wise, one would be tempted to evaluate him as did those of his contem-
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poraries who read ooly those polemics in which he denounced extremists 

of either one nationality or the other. Taken as a whole, ms writings 

reveal that he was far from being the bigot he was often made out to 

be, and that his proposal for an autonomous Ukraine within a reconstruct

ed Russian Empire was a realistic, if unrealized, approach te the quest

ion of Ukrainian political existence. 

No primary sources and only a few secondary sources were avail-

iv 

-able at McGill University libraries. Extensive use was made of the Slav

onie Collection in the New York Public Library and the Library of Congress 

in Washington. A sin cere expression of thanks is extended to the lib

rarians in the McLennan Librar.r for their assistance in obtaining what

ever mate rial was available at other Canadian and American universities. 

Both Ukrainian and Russian have been transliterated according 

to the systems used by the Library of Congress. No translations have 

been provided for the terms "narodnost' Il and "narod" since they have no 

unambiguous English equi valents and are, in any case, commonly used and 

understood by scholars. As to the problem of dating, it seemed most 

appropriate te use the Gregorian calendar inasmueh as Drahomaniv him

self was opposed to the use of the Julian by Ukrainians. 
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CHAPTER l 

DRAHOMANIV IN THE UKRAINIAN SETTING 

ln the course of the nineteenth cent,lr,Y, the administrative 

territorial di vision of Ukrai ni an lands was confusing and cOlIlpl1cated. 

The Eastem territories, which were popul.ated by approximatel;r tvelve 

million Ukrainian~,were under Russian rule. The Western territories, 

with a population ot approximatel;y three and a halt million, vere under 

Hapsburg rule. 

In the Rus sian Empire, the system.of gubernias (provinces) 

under governors vas introduced· •. The left bank of the Dniepr included 

the provinces of Kharkiv, Poltava, ancLChernihiv andwere given the name 

Mal01"Ossiia (Little Russia).. The rigbt bank included the provinces ot 

Kiev, Podilia and Volhynia and vere caUed the South-Western lands. 

Southem Ukraine included the provinces of Katel'1Zloslav, Kherson and 

Tauria and vere given the name Novorossiia(New Russia). 

In the Hapsburg &lpire, Galicia, Bukovina and Transcarpathia 

tormed three distinct administrative provinces. The prevince of Galicia 

incorporated the territories ot (lalicia, vhich in the Kingdom ot Poland 

betore 1772 had been known as Red Ruthene, part ot Podilia with the 

Poli ah principalities ot Zator and. Auschwitz and the .Grand Duchy ot 

Krakow. Subseq~ently, it was divided in order to distinguish Eastern 

Galicia which vas ethnical.ly Ukrain1 an, trOll Western Galicia which ns 

ethnicall7 Polish. Bukovina, which vas the North-Weatern part of Hol

davia betore 1774 and under Turkisb domination, vas at tiret annex.ed to 

Galicia but became a separate Cl"OlfD land in 1861. Transcarpath1a, which 

for centuries had been part of the Hungarian etate, continued to be 
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dominated bJ' the Hungarian oligarchy' even alter the creation of the Austro

Hungarian monarcby in 1861. 

Tbrougnout all these territories, the greater part of the Ukrain

ian population vere peasants who remained s.erfs .. un.til 1861 in the Russian 

EIIlpire and 1S48 in the Hapsburg liDpire. Both before and after. the aboli

tion of serfdom, the peasanta were soc1&117 and economically- dependant 

upon the great landowners. In the Russian.Empire, these landlords were 

either Russian nO'lSles or else Ukrainian nobles who, through intermarriage 

vith Russians, education in Russian .schools and service in the Russian 

armed forces, gradual.l7 became Russified and obtained the same privUeges 

as the Russian nobillty-_ In the Hapaburg Empire, Polish aristocrats in 

Galicia, German in Bukovina and Hungarian in Transcarpathia dominated 

the political., social and cultural .development of the Ukrainian _sses 

wose economic life and education vere on a very- low level. 

Although Ukrainian society- vas predominant17 agrarian, a small 

Ukra1n1an mercbant class did exist, but in Most of the cities they-were 

forced to DlDVe to the outsk:irts ~ne a number of Russian, Polish, Ger

man, HlDlgar!an and Jewish merchants vere brought into the centre of the 

city- to replace them. To get ahead,the Ukrainian merchants, llke the 

nobles, believed that it vas necessary to adopt the language and culture 

of the foreigners who domina ted Ukrainian territory-. 

If there were no ties between the peasants and the upper mer

chant classes as a result of the aristocratie tendeneies of the latter 

and their denationa11zation, the pe&sants themselves were, by- no means, 

a unified and coherent class. The divisions amongst them vere due 

mainll' to the differences in their rel:ig:Lous affiliations. In Russian 
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Ukraine and in Bukovina, a large majority of Ukrainians were Orthodox. 

In Galicia and Transcarpathia, Ukrainians were predominantly Uniates 

(Greek Catholics of the Byzantine. rite), but in Gallcia, som .Polonized 

Ukrainians' also professed Roman Catholicism. Rel1gious affiliation was 

closely related to national identification and consequently, wenever &nT 

attempts vere made by Poles or Hungarians in the Hapsburg Empire to im

pose Roman Catholicismupon the Ukrainian population,strong resentment 
" 

developed and the peoplebegan ~ seek salvation from theirOrthodox 
t· .' 

compatriots in the Russian ~ire. 

Moreover, since Ukrainians were predominailtly a rural people 

and the level of schooling and education was very low in rural areas, 

the majority were Uliterate. Evenamongst the urban population, where 
". '-....... . 

illiteracy vas nût. so low, Ukrainiansvere not greatlyaffected for, :in 

most cases, the residents of the. citiès and towns were non-Ukrainians. 

Consequently, Ukrainian national cODsciousness did not existe It vas 

ollly about the middle of the nineteenth century that Ukrainian national 

feeling was aroused, and this mp1nly·in Galicia and Russian Ukraine. 

As' ear17 as 1832 in Galicia,. the "Ruthene trio" of H. Shash

kevich, J. Holovatsky and J. Vahilevich advocated a Ukrainian l1terary 

revival. They were opposed to the use of the PoUsh language and spread 

propaganda. among the Greek Catholic theological students. in Lemberg 

(Lviv) for the introduction of their mother tongue :in everyday lUe among 

the cultured classes. Althougb ~ey stressed the fact that the Ruthenes 

vere a people distinct from the Russians hilom they called MUSCOvites), 

they·were denounced b.Y the Poles as Russofiles bent upon union w.ith Russia. 

Down to 1848, JIIU11' Ukrainians supported a political union of Ruthenes 
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and Poles on the basis of equal rights" but· with the outbreak of the 

upheavals in the Hapsburg Empire" the basis for such a union disappeared. 

In March 1848, when Polish nationalists petitioned the Emperor, they 

ref'used to mention Ruthene rights and aspirations" and categoriea.l.q 

rejected the notion of a distinct Ruthene nation. Consequent~, a 

petition to the Emperor was sent, on 19 April from Lemberg demanding the 

use of Ukrainian language in schGOls. an~ offices" the same educational 

rights and social statua for tœ ,Greek Catholic clergy as enjoYed by 

other religions and acceas to all public offices. In addition, the 

Ruthenian National COlmeil was fO'Wlded in Lemberg as the first political 

organisation te voice the rigbts of Ukrainian pe~ple living in Eastern 

Galicia, Bukovina and Ruthene Hungar,y, demanding that these be united as 

4 

a single Crown Land (RussiDen1 and). However, the Pales persuaded the 

Austrian gavemment that the Ukrainian population had treasonable sympathies 

towards Russia and that if Austria intended to retain her control over 

Galicia" the national aspirations of the Ukra:inians should not be en

couraged as their real aim vas tlle union of the whole people in a single 
. 1 

state w.l.th Kiev as 'their capital. 

It was not without grounds that the Poles made these accusa

tions". for in its first proclamation on 15 May the Co~cil declared that 

Ruthenians should wake up trom their long sleep" unite and recreate their 

nation. 

We belong to a great Ukrainian nation of fifteen million 
individuals" who speak the same language" have our CM1 
literature and peeuliar institutions and" who at one time, 
were a glorious and independent nation" but because of 
various misfortunes md catastrophes 5e11 under foreign 
domination and lost our independence. 

Its programme demanded equal rights of religion for Greek Catholics, 
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urged the development or national sentiment and the perf'ection of the 

Ukrainian language and demanded that Ukrainian be introduced into pri

~, secondar,y and higher schools and into the administration. Con

vinced that thbir political and religious rights and their national as

pirations would be best guaranteed by imperial protection, the Galicians 

opted f'or constitutional means of' ref'o~ and pledged f'idelity to Emparor 

FerdiDand I.· Hovever, the Polish govemor of' 'Galicia, Count A. Goluch

awski, ns fairly inf'luential at: Vienna and due to bis apprehensions 

ab.ut the actidties. of the Ruthenian National COUDcil and bis subsequent 
, , 

deaUftciations, it vas forced to dissolve in 18",51. 

Trusting Goluchovski' s judgement, the Austrian govemment be

came more f'avorable towards the Poles and,. indisappointment, the Ruth

enians turned their hopes towards union. with Russia. When a bill f'or 

the division of' Galicia into a Ukrainian and a Polish province vas ra

jected on 18 April 1866, the Russophile tendencywas strengthened all 

the more. The attitude of the Russophiles to Polonization vas exempli-

fied by one of their leaders, Father Ivan Naumovych who, in a speech 

to the Galician diet sud: nplaced bef'ore the choice, ve pref'er to ctrown .. 4 
in the Russian ocean instead of' in the Polish swamp." 

But opinion vas not unif'orm among the Ukrainian.intellectuals 

in Galicia. '!'wo parties developed. Because of' their hostility to the 

Poles, the Russophile (or Moskvophile) f'actiori vas prepared f'or a poli

tical union with Russia. They vere ·inf'luenced by PanslaV1st propaganda 

coming f'rom RUBsia and vere enthusiastic about the roIe the Russian tsar 
5 

might play in uniting and protecting aU Sladc peo-qles. The Ukrain-

ian faction (or Narodovt.> exhibited strong national1stic tendencies 

and because they equated the Russian nation vith tsarism and bureaucracy, 
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they opposed any kind of union with Russia. As a measure of expediency, 
. 6 

they would have been prepared to unite with the Poles instead. However, 

even the Populi st Party regarded union with Poland disdainfully and never 

missed the opportunity to prote st against Polish .rule .ver Galicia. 

Neither group evolved into.a parl1amentary political party. 

Both existed as literar.y or academic.Bocieties and there was no real 

difference in tbeir·socio-pol1tical thougbt. The Russophile Partywas 

oriented tCFtfards Russian tsarism, the Ukrainian Party towards Austrian 

monarchy. The Ukrainian Party W&S in·a better position to expand its 

infiuence for its members centered around a society called IIProsvita" 

(Enlightenment) whose main concern wasto advance adult :education and 
7 

the national consciousness of the peasants. Prosvita published popu-

lar books and texts for high school.use believing this to be fully in 

accordance with the . aw Constitution of· 21 December 1867. for the Austrian 

crown lands which proclaimed equality and liberty of all. citizens and 

equal rit;ilts for aU the peopl.es of Austria~ However, once the 'Poles 

were assigned control of the administration of Gal1cia,they .. wë~e re-

luctant ta iutroduce the principles of equalityand liberty and instead, 
a 

attempted to secure more rights forthemselves than were their due. 

The division of Ukrainians into two hostile camps only played into the 

hands of the Poles. 

The Ukrainians were represented weakly in comparison with the 

predominant Polesin both the Austrian .. Parliament and the Galician Diet 

and, consequently, the Poles began to demand. the introduction of Pol1sh 

language into the atJmini stration, the law courts and the schools. In 

1868, they succeeded in obtaining control of education and in carrying 

6 
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a resolution favouring the use of the Pollah language in administration 

and law courts and demanding the autonomy of Galicia with wide powers 
" 

for the Diet. Ukrainian representatives in Vienna drew up petitions 

arguing that the resolution was passedonlY because power in the Gali-

cian Diet rested with an artificial Pollah majority which was being , 

elected unfairly due to the restriction of Ukrainianrepresentation and 

to the privileges of landholders and towns in -the Galician, Diet. The 

petitions were of no avail and the Poles ~aged to secure the creation 

of a special minister for Galicia and the. appointment o~ a Pole. A new 

pol1tical organisation of Galician'Ruthenes, the Ruthenian Couneil, sent 

petitions once again to the Parliament at Vienna, (21 March 18'71) demanding 

equitable representatiGn, directelection to Parliament ~d a Law of 

Nationalities for defence of a ~tional. minor1ty against eppression by 

a majority. But Poliah power in, Gallcis, grew and it was evident that 
9 

no compromise could be reached betw~ea the Pales and the Ukr.ainians. 

Despite the continual successes of the Poles to dominate the 

Ukrainians in Galicia, the Ukra;nians there were, nevertheless, better 

off than their compatriots in the Russian Empire to the East and cer

tainl.y' richer in hope. In the Russian Empire, fram the lS,30 1 s, the large 

cities in the Left and Right Bank Ukraine becmne extensively Russified 

and Polonised respective~o The polltical problem. of Ukraine was ne

glected until the beginning of the 40 1s when the works of the poet 

T. Shevchenko began ta appear. In his poetry, Shevchenko drew a con

trast between the Ukraine l s glorious past and her miserable present, 

mercilessly condemned Russian tsarism and bureaucracy, and advanced 

7 
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ideas of human equality, social justice and Ukrainian national independence. 



His works aehieved great success among the intellectuals who organized 

a short-li ved secret society in Kiev in, IB45, by the name of the 

Brotherhood of Sts. Cyril m::l Methodius. 

In protest against the,regime of Nicholas l and his formula 

of Orthod0XT, autocraeyand nationality, the Cyrillo-Methodians devel

oped a Ukrainian Slavophilism of their own type. Searching for paths 

towards the rebirth of their OWDI nation, they envisaged ,a politically 

autanolllOus Ukraine within a free: federation of a1l Slavie peoples, ,and 

put forth as their practical aim, ,propaganda for the aoeial and cultural 
11' 

emancipation of the popular masses. "At first, the Russian government 

did not pay much attention to the, Ukraiilian national rebirth as it was 

of a literary a!ld cultural eharacter. But Nicholas could not afford to 

disregard the secret B~Gtherhood. Its members were arrestedand exiled 

in 1847 and a general repression fo11owed unti~ the mid l850'swhen 

Alexander II succeeded to the throne and ;.nstigated his liberal reforma. 

By the end of the 50'S, the Ukrainian intelligentsia started 

8 

to take up cultural and social work once again in order to aid the re

birth of national consciousness.Groups cCllnsisting largely of university 

youth organized themselves into societies eall"d IInromady" (communities) 

throughout the larger cities of Ukraine. Their efforts to found SunEla;y 

àehaels fer adults and t~· develop Ukrainian literature came to be viewed 
12 

as a movement by the name of Ukrainofilstvo (or Ukrainian PClIpulism)~ 

The chief role :in the rise of this movement, was played by 

those men who had been baDished by Nicholas in 1847 but reeeived amnesty 

fram. Alexander II. They gathered together around P. Kulish in St. Peters

burg, but because of their bitter experiences, decided to avoid discussion . 
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.fsocio-political prob1ems and concentrate on national-cultural inter-

ests. As a result of the weakening of the censorship, Kulish was allowed 

to becom.e editor of a new journal Osnova (The Foundation) which, during 

its brie! existence (1861-1863), propagated a program. -\-mose main theDle 

vas that Ukraine had her own territory, history, culture, 1itera:tùrAJ~ 

and language, and should tnere!ore have ever,y possibilitl" for further 
13 

national deve1opment. Besides publishing works on historical themes, 

OSDova devoted a large place te ethnography, folklore, geographl" and 

language. These articles wereintended tG expose the essential traits 

of the Ukrainian nation and to emphasize its peculiaritl", originalitl", 

and that which differentiates the Ukrainian national character from 

others. This was to prove incontestablJ the existence of the Ukrainian 

peeple as a nation. 

N. Kostomarov published a number of studies on this question 

in Osneva where he analyzed the -differenees betweer. the Ukrainian, the 

Russian and the Pollsh peoples. -Aecording to him, Ukrainians were ehar

acterized bl" individualisa and historica~ had striven towards deme

eratic institutions whUe the Great Russians were marked bl" eollectivism., 

and a tendency towards autocracl" and t'ira monarchl". Centrasting Ukrain

ians with Poles, Kostomarov stated bluntll" that Poles were aristocratie 
14 

while Ukrainians were democratic. Despite the contraè!ctions between 

these sets ot' characteristics, Oanova called t'or a closer coming together 

of aU Slavic nations and t'or a systematic struggle t'or the rree nation

al developnent ot' all Slav1c nations and specifically t'or the Ukrainians. 

On the practical side, Oanova aided the hromady in the crgan

ization o! Sunday schools by collecting runds -and by publishing text 

9 
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books for their use. However, bcththe Populists and Osnova desired to 

carry on their cultural. work within the bounds of the law. They seemed 

even favourably inclined towards.tsarism on the· serf question, welcoming 

the reforma of 1861 and especially bapp'y that.Ukràine appeared to be 
. 15 

first in the development of the capitalist system in the Rtissian Empire. 

In respoDse to propaganda d1stributed byMo10da·Rossiia in 1862, calling 

for the immediate destruction of .. the tsarist order, the Populists pub

lished a collective letter OtzlV izKizeva (Response from Kiev) in which 

they denounced this group' s revolutionary means of struggle and tried 

to show that th~re was no basis for equating themselves with these the or

eticians of terror. In addition, they declared that "political separat-

ism was an insane fantasy over which they could. not even seriously de-
16 

liberate because they regarded it as neither beneficial nor necessary". 

At the same time that Ukra1nofilstvo was developing on Left 

B~ Ukraine, a movement called !'Khlopomanstvo" (peasant lovers) was 

aeveloping on Right Bank Ukraine. The rise of this movenent was 

closely connected with the preparations being made for the Polish in

surrection of 1863. In order ta· lPe success:tul in their demanda that 

Russia return a11 the territories seized in the three partitions of Po

land (which would have included most of Ukraine), the Poles atteœpted 

to infiltrate the growing Russian radical groups. and arouse Ukrainian 

peasants in order to gain their support. The KhlopOlll8.DY rejected Po

lish historical claims, refused to· .join the insurrection and d~nounced 

Polish revolutionary activities as senseless. To show their stroDg œppo

sition to the Poles, they began to wear Ukrainian national costumes, sing 

Ukrainian songs and go out intv villages in an attempt to educate the 
1 

peasants. The Poles regarded them as traitors to the Polish cause and 
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began to denounce them to.Russian authorities, accusing.them of beiog 
17 

dangerous revolutionaries. 

As a result of the various developnents between.186l-l86.3, 
.' 

culminating with the Polish insurrection, the. Russian government found 

the pretext for suppressing the Ukrainian movem8nt altogether, Specu

latiog that behi1td the drive for. a distinct Ukrainian language·.lay the· 

desire to separate Ukraine tram Russia, a series of measures were intro-

duced against the usage of the Ukrainian language. First of all, the 

gavemment suspended publication. of Osnova, closed aU Ukrainian-organ.

ized Sunday sChools, and f'inall.y, issued an edict forbidding Ukrainian

language publications on thebasis that the dialect used byth8 cODlllOn 

pe~ple was nothing other than Russian language that bad, been distorted 
·18 

by Polish inf'luence. Consequent~,.the Clllltre of activity DlOved to . 

Galicia where, as a result of the constitution, Ukrainians had the legal 

right to speak and write in their own language. Ukrainians from Russia 

sent their works to be published iil Galician periodicals and especially 

in the journal Pravda which was founded in Lviv in 1867 Of It was onl:f 

with a weakening of' the persecutions that the .centre moved back to the 

Kievan HrolU.da. 

Here, in the ear~ 70's, a group of 8cholars and university 

youth who had become fascinated by the·· ethnegraphy, economy and archaeC!>l

og of Ukraine, f'or.ad the South-Westem Section of the .Imperial Ruasian 
19 

Geegraphical Society. Their activities included the publication of' 

ethnographic and statistical information on Ukraine, the establishment 

of contacts with Galicians in Austria-Hungary, and the acquisition of' 

editerial control of' the newspaper Kiievskii Telegraf. It vas als. as 

11 



a result of their efforts that an archaeological congress was organized 

in Kiev in 1874. A number of foreigners attended this congress and, 

!avourably impressed by the scholarlyworks on Ukrainian topics, re-

12 
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turned home to write articles very. sympathetic to the Ukrainian. cause. 

Consequently, the Ukrainian leaders and organizers ot the South-Western 

Section weredmounced for their activities which were regarded as reve

lution8.17 and dangerous tD Russian interests, and an official Commission 

ns set up in St. Petersburg to study the Ukrairlian movement. 

The Commission recommended: 

1. that the Ministry of Internal Affairs prohibit the :im
port of all books in the Ukrainian language without special permission 
tram the chief ot the Dep&rtment ef.Printing. 

2. that it halt publication in. the Ukrainian language of a11 
original worka and translations except historical sources, and those 
only on condition tha t tbey follow the rules of Russian· orthography and 
be permitted by the Dep&rtment of Printing. 

3. that it prohibit all,stage performances and lyrics to 
musical compositions in Ukrainian and a11 public lectures by Ukrainians 
because these aided the Ukrainianmovement. 

4. that it close Kievskii Telegrat because its editorial 
staff was dangerous to Russian interests. 

5 •. that it subsidize (at the rate of 1,000 rubles per year) 
an anti-Okrainian newspaper in Galicia, Slavo, which could not exist 
without such , subsidy. 

The Commission also advised the Ministry ot Education 

1. to instruct all scheol authorities to prohibit teaching 
in elementar,y schools of any subject in the Ukrainian language 

2. to remove fram libraries of elemental''Y' and secondary 
schools througheut Ukraine all books and pamphlets wiitten in Ukrainian 
or by Ukrain;ans 

3. te take carefuL~inventory of teaching personnel in Kiev, 
Kharkiv and Odessa educational districts, and to transfer to Russian 
educational districts those harbQUring Ukrainian views 

4. to be very careful in the future, in seleeting teachers 
in Ukrainian school districts 
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5. to expe1 suspected students as we1l as teachers 

6. to accept as a general rule that teachers in Kharkiv, 
Odessa and Kiev educationa1 districts must be Russians (Ukrainians 
could be emp1oyed. in the St. Petersburg, Kazan and Orenburg educational 
districts) . 

7. to close for an irxiefinite period the Kiev Branch of the 
Imperial Russian Geographie Society and allow it to open in the. future 
oBly on cond~riQn that no then active member be allowed to participate 
in its work 

It also recomended that the Third Section exile M. Drahomaniv 

and P. Chubynslkyi because they vere "incorrigible and posit~ve~ dan-

gerous agitators". 

T~us, the means that it proposed in dealing with the Ukrajnian 

movement were forbidding the usage of the Ukrainian language and remev-

ing the 1e~ers of the movem8nt frœatheir centres of activity. These 

recommendations vere approved an~ acquired the force of law (Ems Ukaz) 

on 18 May 1876. 

This meant that Ukrainians would have to wait unti1 the poli-

tical situation challged or e1se join the Russian revolutionary movem.ents 

in the hope that a solution to the Ukrainian national question vould be 
22 

round arter. a common vi ct ory • There were some Ukrainians who joined 

. Russian revolutionary groups, including men like D.A. Lizohub,Ya. V. 

Stephanovich, and A. Zheliabov; amajority, however, began to look 

towards Gallcia and give it special significance for Ukrainiannational 

growth. It was looked upon as a Ukrainian Piedmont, destined to play 
23 

for Ukrainians the role the Sardinia did for Italian unification. 
\. 

Enthusiastic over the possibilities vhich Galicia could have 

in playing the 1eading role in a Ukrainian national liberation movement" 

and consequentlYr a strong proponent of close ties between Galicia and 
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Ukraine was Mtkhayl. Petrovich Drahomaniv. 

Drahomaniv ns born into a tamily ot well-to-do landed gentry 

on 6 September 184l in Hadyach in the province ot Poltava. In 1859, 

he entered the taculty ot history and philosop~ at the University ot 

Kiev where he specialilled in Roman History. As a student, he joined the 

Kievan Hromada and took part in the organization and teaching in Sun-

day schools tor town wo:ricers in Podilia. Because ot the emphasis he 

placed on the need ta give the population at least a basic education, 

he settled the questienot the ~portance ot the language ot instruct

ion in this manner: nWe decided. to resolve that problem by teaching in 

both languages, in Russian and Ukrainil'u, only naturall.y more in the 
24 

tormer since there are more books written in that language. Il 

But he believed that this situation RS only temporar;r, due 

to the lack ot books in the Ukraini ~ language. Moreover, though he 

detended the use ot the Ukrainian language, he was very .criticàl or 

Osnova 1 s hatred ot everything non-Ukrainian, especially their ideas on 

Russian literature which he regarded as much more high1;y developed 
25 

than Ukrainian. Because ot bis interest in educating the popular 

14 

masses in Ukraine, Russian authorities .began to view Drahomaniv sus

piciously. They became even more suspicious alter he voiced bis disapproval 

ot Count P. Valuev' s circular ot 1863 which denied the existence ot any 

IlLittle Russianll language. Drahomaniv wanted to know why Russian author

ities claimed that the Ukrainian language was no dirterent trom the 

Russian language unless they were atraid that 1earning in that laDg-

uage lIdant the beginning ot moral separatism which, in turn, would be-
26 

come the embryo ot politica1 separatiSDl? In ear1;y 1863, Ukrainian-
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organized Sund~ schools were closed and the Kievan Hromada fell a

part, its members finishing university and either 1eaving Kiev or else 
27 

staying behind to plan out their futures. 

In 1864, Drahomaniv dei'ended bis thesis, pro venia legendi 

on the Emperor Tiberius, arter which he was admitted as lecturer at 

University of Kiev (privat dozent). As a result of bis interest iD 

ancient history, religion and. lIij'thology, he be came interested in Slavic 

histor.y, and espeeially fascinated bythe legends and folklore of Ukrain

ians. By 1867, together with friends, he began. to callect Ukrainian folk 

literature for publication. In 1869, he and V. Antonovych began a 

collection of Ukrainian historieal songs. In 1870, he successfullT de

fended bis Master' s thesis on Tacitus and the Question of -the Historieal 

Importance of the Roman Empire, and was sent abroad by the university 

to pursue his studies on &ncient history. While travelling throughout 

Europe (1870-187.3), he collected materials for comparative comments on 

folklore themes ta be used for the proposed bistorical songs and. wrote 
28 

articles for Rus sian journals about lire and politics abroad. In one 

of his articles for Vestnik Evropl "Vostochnaia politika Germanii i 

obrusenie", he proposed the idea; that Russia' s policy of Russifying her 

minorities made them. more susceptible to non-resistance if attaeked by 

Gel'llaZlY, and, in the end, assured the suc cess of German imperialistic 
29 

aima. 

In addition, he Jœt Ukrainians in Galicia, became extremd.y 

interested in developœnts there, established contacts with them and 

urged them to form a Ukrainian li terary and scientific society out of 

reach of tsarist censorship. This vas achieved with the organization of 

15 



the Shevchenko Society in 1873. 

Appointed assistant professor at the University of Kiev, 

Drahomaniv returned ta Kiev in 1873, a seci~st vith a slight leaning 
30 

towards anarchisa. The South-Western Section of the Imperial Russian 

Geographic Society began ta publish Drahomaniv' s and Antollovych' s tvo

volume collection of IstGricheskiia peani maloruskGgG naroda and had 

the first volume ready for the Archaeological Congress held there in 
~ 

1874. Besides this work, Drahomaniv also wrote a number of articles in 

Kievskii Telegraf criticizing th,.local administration. Due to his criti

cisms, he vas immediatel:y' disliked and was accused of advocating separa

tion of Ukraine trom Russia and 1,lllien with Poland. This resulted in the 

demand for bis resignatioD from bis post at the university which he cat-
31 

egorically ref'used to submit. ! Instead, he took a vacation in Galicia 

which initiated a whole œw series of denunciations against him. Looked 

upon as the instigator of UkraiDian political and cultural separatism, 

Alexander II ordered bis dismissal from the university, ,adding.the pro-

vision that he could teach only in a Great Russian university. 

Seeing in thismave the beginning of a campaign against the 

. Ukrainian movement as a whole J the Kievan HrOmada decided to send Dra

homaniv abrGad so that there he could defend the Ukrainiàn cause. This 

was done just in tilDe as one of the measures of the :Ems Ukaz ot 1876 

iricluded bis banisbment fram. Ukraine. 

Drahomaniv first went te Lviv but he vas forced to take re-

fuge in Genen as a campaign against the Ukrainian socialist movement 

in Galicia had just begun and he was accused of being the head ot a soc-
32 

ialist conspiracy and an agent of the Russian government. 

16 
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From the time ot his aDigration, Drahomaniv bound both parts 

ot Ukraine together. For Ukrainians in Galioia, he vas representative 

of progressive circles in Russia and of progressive EUropean thought; 

for Ukrainians in Russia, he dEll1onstrated. tbat there was a part of 
..: 

Ukrainian land beyond the boundaries of Ruésia within a constitutional 
33 

state which came into contact vith European politios and culture. 

17 

Being realistic, he believed that each part fhould give to the Ukrainian 

cause acco~ to its circumstances. Since the political activities 

of Ukrainians within the boundaries were very restricted, they should 

provide the ideas while the Galicians could change these ideas,into 
34 

actions. He realized that there were no real Ukrainian political 

parties in Russia, but rather, loosely arganized and mainl.y literary 

clubs. In Galicia, the situation ns not much different except that 

there, such clubs could work legally as they could not in Russia. 

While in Geneva, Drahomaniv began. to collect material tor the 

journal that the Kievan Hromada had sent him abroad to publish, and in 

their honour, he ca11ed it Hromada (The Community). In it, he presented 

a program for an autonomous socialist Ukraine which he believed would 

be f'ulf'illed in the rorm. ot a frae federation ot "hromady" throughout 
35 

a11 ot the country. He saw no grounds for political separatism, con-

vinced that the attainment ot autonoDIT would solve the national question. 

For practical reasons he urged Ukrainians to work together with the Russ

ian nation tor democratic tederal. Changes throughout aU ot the Russian 

Empire. 

In addition, he published a number ot articles in Russian des

cribing the interna! conditions in the Empire and calling tor its com-
-

plete reconstruction into & tederation of autonomous regions corresponding 



,- to the economic, geographic and ethnographie conditions. In all these 

publications, he championed the cause of politica1 freedom for Russia, 

18 

a liberal constitution and a parliamentary system, and national auto

noJÇ' for the non-Russians of the, Empire. He believed that a new soc

ialist order would arise in Russia as a result of a 1engthy evolution 

and gradua! reforma, and not through revolutionary terror and individual 
37 

aasaasinations. 

Drahomaniv a!so contributed to severa! Galician periodicals, 

advocating strong ties between Ukrainians in the Austro-Hungarian and 

Russian Empires. He urged Galiciansto look towards Russia,f'irst of 

all because a majority of Ukrainian population lived there and secon~, 

because: 

no matter what the conditions are in Russia (and l am. not about 
to say that it is comparable to Paradise), she exists and will 
continue to exist forever. No matter how she lives, she lives 
for herselt and in her own: fasl'lion. Whatever she has, she has 
as a result of the work of her mm intelligentsia. Any form of 
progress strengthens Russ~~ and organizes the strength of her 
people and not of others. , 

His heavy criticism of the politics of the various Galician parties gave 

rise to new political ideals which influenced a whole new generation of 

Galician intelligentsia to political activity. 

Moreover, he did not confine himself' ta Ukrainian and Russian 

publications only., Intent upon informing the rest of Europe about the 

existence and the plight of the Ukrainien nation, he wrote severa! articles 

in other European languages,including Italian and French, describing 

conditions, in Ukraine and protesting aga1nst the harsh measures taken 
- 39 

against the Ukrainian movement. 

Because of bis journalistic activity, Drahomaniv became a 

central figure in the socio-political lite of Galicians and Ukrainiana. 
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He developed his own ideas about a politically-oriented Ukrainian move

ment which had much influence on his contempararies. Some accepted his 

views because they thought as he did, others, simply because they lacked 

political thought. Some also rejected his theories because they did not 

believe .that he brought the idea of national liberation to its logical 
40 

conclusion. 

19 

To understand why soma· accepted while others rejected Drahomaniv' s 

views, it is necessary to analyze his concept of Ukrai.œ and his vision 

for its evolution. It is also necessary to examine his plans for the 

reconstruction of the Russian Empire which, together w.i.th his plans for 

Ukraine, form an integral part of his thou~t. 
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CHAPl'ER II 

CONCEPl' OF UKRAINE 

Drahomaniv believed that the only difference between the 

political evolution of the Uk~ainian nation and that of various other 

Europe~ peoples was that at a time when most nations were forming 

states, Ukraine had been unable to. Drahomaniv recognized that the 

function of a âtate: 

no matter Whether it is formed voluntarily or by force, was 
and stillis for human beings, a union for the. purpose of 
defending its inhabitants from foreigners and for organiz- l 
ing its own affairs on it~ own territory in its own manner. 

Infailing to form their own state, the Ukrainians fell under the do~ 

ina tion of foreigners, namely Russians in Ukraine, Poles and Germans in 
. 2 

Bukovina and Hunga~ians in Transcarpathia. 

However, he saw no reason fol' anyone to deny Ukraine the right 

22 

to an inde pendent national existence and saw no reason to deny that Ukrain

ians were a separate race simpiy because they had failed to for.m their 

owri state. He argued that Ukrainians were a distinct Slavic tribe with 

their own peculiarities and marked with originality, 

Cette originalite etait de nature a elever le people oukrainienne 
au rang d'une nation a part, se rattachant a la race slave comme 
par.exem~le la nationalite scandinave se rattache a la race ger
mam.que. 

According to Drahomaniv, many Poles and Russians claimed that Ukrainians 

were not a separate race, but part of either the Polish or the Muscovite 

narod. He believed that this the ory could be disproven by physical 

anthropology which would show "that in physique, in the colour of eyes, 

and hair, in the structure of the face and skull, there is a difference 
4 

between them and the Russians and Poles". 

The Ukrainian language, as well, was a distinct Slavic 
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language IDe both Pollsh and Russian and just as Russians could not 

understand Ukrainian, so too Ukrairiians could not understand Russian. 

C'est une langue harmonieuse, gracieuse, et qui se distingue 
dans la famille des langues slaves par ce fait qu'elle 
s'adapte facillement a la musique.' 

Moreover, if a song were camposed in pure Ukrainian, it would be filled 

vith :t'ree and loving thoughts, whereas if i t were coloured even a little 
_ 6 

with foreign words, then elements of slavery and' cfebauchery appeared. 

After campleting ageographical surve~.of songs tnroughout Ukrainian 
.' 

territories, Drahomaniv proclaimed' tbat 

political !rontiers as opposed to ,etlltie ones, have very li~tle 
effect on the diffusion of songs. Our songs form a distinct and 
integrated group, and this is one ot the clearest signs ot a 
crystallized and homogeneou8 nationality. 7 

Not only did these songs prove that the Ukrainian people still 

existed and tormed a distinct race, so too did the customs and the coll

ective character of the people. On this point, Drahomaniv agreed with 

Kostomariv's claim. that as a resultot their national character, Russians 

tended to tound despotic institutions, Poles aristocratie and Ukrain1 ans 
S 

republican. 

He dedicated much of his attention to the studyof folklore 

in an attempt to show that all these tactors which difterentiated 

Ukrainians trom the other Slavs gave them the right to their own pa.rti

cular lite. Ukrainians had an ilimage ot themselves and ot seme future 

better order which would be fulf'illed when th e general cultural level 

of existence had risen considerably higher tram its present level. To 

understand what Ukrainians wanted and how they expected to solvetheir 

national problem, Drahomaniv believed that it was necessary to analyze 

the Ukrainian historical past and to eX&lJ!ine why condit;j.ons had become 
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so intolerable. The mistakes of the past would not be repeated in 
9 

the future. 

Drahomaniv claimed that the histpry of the social lire of the 

Ukrainian people and their views of the foreigners under mose domination 

they had lived and were living had not been shown in proper perspective. 

He accused Ukrainian historians of belittling their ownhistory by being 

oblivious to its past glories and by being so objective that their works 

lent themselves to anti-Ukrainian interpretations. 

Soinehow UkraiDians are not in the habit of boasting about the:ir 
own ancestral traditions, probably because their independence 
and their aristocracy disappeared so long ago and there has 10 
been no one to teach them to take pride"in their glorious past. 

Drahomaniv's views of the past lent themselves to a much more 

.sympathetic interpretation of Ukrainian history. First "of aU, he be

lieved that for the people of any country to live well, it was necessary 

for them to stay in one place for a long tim.e, live in peace and harmony 

. with their neighbours am ~e willing to offer and accept mutual aide 

~oréigners could not disturb them nor attempt to conquer what vas not 

rightfully theirs. Such comit10na had not prevaUed in Ukraine. From 

very early tilDes, the people suffer"d a great deal from. barbarian in

vasions. After driving out the Khuars, the Pechenegs and thePolovtsi, 

Ukrainians were forced to move north as a result of attacks bythe Tatars. 

"It wae only 200 years after their first incursions that the Tatars be-

gan to lose power and this decline vas not due to any kind of reaurgence 

of Ukrainian power but rather to the fact thatthe Tatars were basically 

herdera and therefore, always fighting amongst ~iea;chg:;àthe:rùfoi:·:j(,,::'· Co::.' 
11 

better pasture land. 
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Then the Lithnanians conquered Ukraine,' but in Drahomaniv 1 s 

opinion, this was the best period of her histor,y for it resulted in a 

free union of Lithuania, Belorussia and Ukraine in which an Wlspecified 

"o1d order" ·was restored. It allowed Ukrainians to push back south-

wards towards the Black Sea and opened up great colonization possibili-
12 

tisse This good fortune was not to last long. With the Union of Lub-

1iIlli 1569, a real union betweenPoland and Lithuania was achieved. A 

greater part of Ukrainian lands became part of Polish territories with

out any national autonoll\V' and the upper strate. of the Ukrainian popula

tion was rapidly denationalized. Pollah clothing, customs and language 

spread as did the Catholic influence. Polonization of the people showed 
. 13 

the desire of the Poles not for federat~on but assimilation. Conse-

quently', dissatisfaction vith Polish rule developed and grew. At the 

same time, ditficulties arose as a result of the re-emergence of the 

Tatar raids. 

From 1482, whether on the order of the Sultan or from habit, 

the Tatars overran Ukrainian territoryannu.al.ly for almost 200 years. 

ROlf Ukrainians suffered can be seen from the attack in 1575 in which 

55,000 people, 40,000 horses and 500,000 other animals were ta.ken back 
. 14 

to the Crimea. 

It was obvious that soma for.m of defence against the Tatars 

and retribution against the Poles was needed. This was found vith the 

organization of the Cossacks who, originally', were soldiers, all free 

and all equal, and. concerned about how, both collectively and individ-
15 

ually, they could live and die for what they considered right. At 

first, they were amall in. number; nonetheless, they were very successful 
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against the Turks. The Pollsh magnates disliked them. but did nothing 

to stop their development as they vere performing a valuable frontie:r-

defence service. However, the Cossack bands quickly expanded, became 

braver and more organized, and assumed an offensive position against the 

Turks. Moreover, they came to consider themselves as an indep~dent 
16 

military force and began to tollaw a policy inde pendent of Poland. 

Consequent~, the Poles began to.fear them and decided that it would be 

best to divide the Cossack units. Naturally, the Cossacks reacted and 

began forming unions with peasants for the common struggle against the 

eentralizing tendencies of the Polish magnates. 

Since .' Ukrainians coul.d in no vay imagine an independent exist

ence under Poland, they turned towards Noscow and allied themselves with 

the Tsar. Khmelnitsky, who signed tœ Treaty of Pereyaslav in ,1654, 
17 

did not do it for love of Moscow but out of hatred towards Poland. 

Although the Ukrainians had the &id of Muscovy, they were unsuccessful 

in the war which foUowed because the Poles and Muscovites came to a 

common agreement to di vide Ukraine between themselves. Poland teok the 

right bank of the Dniepr, Moscow the left bank and Kiev. Pal.iy on the 

right bank, looked to Moscow for.help, Mazepa on the left bank, to Po-
lS 

land. The division in Cossack;loyalties rendered a death blaw to an 

autonomous Ukrainian development tor after Paliy's victory, the Polish 

magnates and the Tsar took complete control of their respective Ukrain-

ian areas. The population was enserfed, the Cosa&ck elders became Polo-

nized or Russified, and the Cossack organizations were progressively 

weakened untU they vere extinguished in 1775. Consequently, Drahomani v 
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could not but view the union of Lithuania with Poland a8 disastrous, 

for it f'orced Ukrainians to al1l'" themse1ves with Moscow under whose rule 

thel" suf'f'ered a fate if' not worse, then, at 1east no better than what 
. 19 

thel" experienced under Polish domination .• :"" 

Drahomaniv believed that it ~as'~rEmely important to quest

ion the validity of the interpretationof Ukrajn;an histor,y between the 

16th and lSth centuries and especially,-of the role and signfficance of 

the Cossacks, for he claimed, what os written and taught in schools vas 

a perversion of the truth bl" Russian' scholars. Theyattempted to show 

how Ukrainians suf'fered f'rom and· f'ought wi th Tatars, Turks and Poles 

until thel" returned to their ownnatural MUscovite tsars who satisf'ied 

a11 their needs. The idea that Ukrainians were dissatisfied with the 

Tsarist government vas totally f'oreign to Moscow historians. Sol_view, 

for examp1e, wrote that the Ukrainian.population truly had suffered 

much, not from Muscovite tyranny, but from its mm Cossack elders. Un

intentionalll", Ukrainian historians supported tIlis perversion bl" empha-
20 

sizing only the faults of the Cossacks and omitting their good points. 

Consequently, it came out that the Cossacks were madmen· and from their 

very origins, nothing but marauding hordes, desirous of perpetrating a 

wasteland &round themselves. For 200 years, these pillagers stood in 

the way of a peaceful existence and it was left up to the Tsars to root 

them out and establish a new European order in Ukrainian social life. 

If this interpretation was~ correct, Drahomaniv argued, one 

should question whl" the Cossack reg:1ments on the Dniepr and Dniestr were 

destroyed and those on the Don preserved. Moreover, what had Ukrainians 

gained in the 200 years after the worthless Cossacks were overthrown 
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and replaced by the Muscovite European order? The first question he did 

not even attempt toanswer. The second, he answered with a question of 

his own: 

Why did they destroy those regional rights and elective govern
ments that existed once in Ukraine when. now, all intelligent 
people think that they can not get along without these regional 
rights and elective governments?21 

Even the uneducated population remembered the Cossack order as 

a free society and regretted its destruction by Russian tsardom.. In the 

songs of the IBth and 19th centuries, not ooly did Ukrainians lament the 

destruction of the Zaporozh18O Sich, but also the fate which befell them 

after the fall of Mazepa. In addition, these songs showed that the Ukrain-

i80 population understood its separateness from Moscow, both as a race 

and as a community almost in the same manner as it had understood its 

separateness from Poland in the l7th century, despite the fact that they 
22 

professed the same religion as the Muscovites. 

Drahomaniv was extremely adamant about rècounting this pàrt 

of Ukrainian histor,y because it showed 

que l'histoire de l'Oukraine se caracterise par les aspirations 
du peuple vers des institutions republicaines et democratiques 
••• Si ce peuple n'a pas reussi a realiser son ideal, cela tient 
a la situation geographique du pays qui, d'une part se trouvait 
sur le passage des peuples nomades de l'Asie et, d'autre part, 
devait en meme temps exciter le.s convoitises des grands etats de 
l'Europe orientale. Telle est la c~~se principale de tous les 
desastres politiques de l'Oukraine. . 

He placed great importance on the geographical factor, stressing that 

the history of each nation was conditioned by its geography. He consid

ered a nation living in a country with clearly defined boundaries very 

fortunate, for its characteristics and possibilities could be understood 

even if its population were on a primitive leve!. But a nation living 
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on territory where geography gave it a complex task, required of its 

population a hig~,evolved consciousness, acute understanding and per-

sistence. Almost al! the Slavs, but especially the Poles, Belorussians, 

Great Russians and Ukrajn::Jans, had to cope with such an unfortunate sit-
24 

uation. 

How then w:ould one determine what constitutes Ukrainian terri-...... 

tory? Could one base it on the r.ight of the c~nqueror over the, conquered 

in which case Ukraine would cease to exist and would become either part 

of Poland or part of Russia? Obviously one muld not, for conque st: is 

a fact not a righti. Could one base it themon the so-called essence of 

the people which might be its religion? In that case one would conclude 

that that section which professed OrthodoJC;V belonged to Russia whUe that 

which professed Catholicism to Poland. To anewer this question, it would 

be necessary to ask the people who lived there their opinion. If they 

remembered properly, they would choose to be neither Pollsh nor Russian 

for they had not been so broken dom by foreign rule and serfdom to have 
25 

lost ail feeling of "narodnost". Consequently, the problem would be 

solve~ by admitting that Ukraine belonged to neither Poles nor Russians 

but to the nation which first inhabited the land' and worked on it. , 

What then should one consider as the boundaries of this nation 

whose territorywas divided amongst foreign kingdoms but whose population 

!elt ~lose ties with each other because o! similarity of language and 

customs? Vel"Y simply', Drahomaniv de!ined Ukrainian territory as that 

territory inhabited by the same type o! peasants as inhabited the for-
26 

mer Cossack Ukraine. Examining a map, he calculated that Ukrainian 

territory extended,!rom the upper Tisza in the West to the Don and the 
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Kubanland in the East, and from the river Narev in the North to the 
27 

Black Sea in the South. According to these boundaries, the Ukrainian 

peasants had as neighbours, Poles from Bilostok to the Carpathians, 510-

vaks from beyond the Oarpathians to Uzhorod, Hungarians from Uzhorod to 

Khust, l-'Ioldavians (Wallachians and Roumanians) from Khust to the mouth 

of the Danube, Bulgarians right near the mouth, Tatars, Bulgars, Turks, 

Greeks, Georgians along the Black Sea, Tatars in the Crimea, Circassians 

beyond the Kuban, Muscovites (Great Russians) from the bend of the Kuban 

to Novgorod Siverskyi and Belorussians further on. 

More than 17,000,000 Ukrainians inhabited this territory; 

14,239,129 in Russia, 2,312,000 in . Galicia, 200,000 in Bukovina and 
28 . 

520,000 in Transcarpathia. The majority of the population were pea-

sants and did not have any concept of their own territorial state. That 

sort of idea was common in other races among the literate and the 
29 

wealthy who in Ukraine had become Polonized or Russified. This class 

of people had few ties with the peasants. Their connections now were 

more with the foreign authorities, for they had been educated in for

eign schools. Their sense of conmnuIity with their own people had been 

seriously weakened and they paid more attention to territorial bound-

aries and administrative divisions, 

the ranks of the intelligentsia were diminished and more and 
more the integrity of the national-political ideal was lost. 
At the same tilDe, the peasant masses were falling under the 
Polish and Muscovite systems of serfdom. Up to the 19th cen
tury, Ukrainian national consciousness lay dormant.30 

It was only in the first tbreei:;decades of the 19th century 

30 

that a handful of Ukrainian intellectuals began to investigate what the social 

conditions of the Ukrainian peasants were like during the height of Goss-
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ack power, and how highly they compared to their present situation. 

Ideas sprang up about the return of Cossack freedom in Ukraine, 

about emancipation of the peasantr,y from serfdom and the need for edu-

cation, and about the union of &11 Ukrainian lands and auton.omy either 
- 31 

within Russia or else in a united and free Slavdom. In the 40's thesa 

"ideas were voiced by th~ poet Shevchenko and by the secret Bro,~herhood 

of Sts. Cyril and Methodius. They did not become widespread, however, 

because of censorship and recause in Russia, the desires of the Brother

hood were not understood. In the 501 s and 60 1 s, the Ukrainophiles made 

an attempt to develop a national program but because of the widespread 

reactionar,y and oppressive conditions the Ukrainian movement could no~ 

concern itself openly with political questions. As a result, "tout était 
32 

perdu. On ne pouvait plus s'occuper que de la 'culture apolitique'." 
- ~ 

\' t ~ 

Drahomaniv resented this cautious abstainmént. 'from 811 political activity 

and after carefully examinjng the situation, formulated his own socio-

political program for Ukrainian national- developuent and indicated the 

means to be used to achieve the goal. 

It -became apparent tD Drahomaniv that it was dangerous to 

malte nationality of primary importance in the Ukrainian question for 

from histo17 he observed that the national idea was not a cure in itself 

for- aIl social evils and that oiten it in fact led to great injustice. 

For exam.ple, the ~rmans' desire to rid themselves of French rule after 

Napoleon's conque st led tpem to consider their German nationality as 

the most important aspect of human personality and as a consequence, in-

fluenced their attitude to every other nationali ty. The Germans began 

to show hatred of everything French simplybecause it was French and 
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favour towards anything German sim ply because it was German. A German 

had to think \)nly about being a German and preserving the peculiar nat-

ional character or spirit which had been ae~towed upon him either by God 

or by Nature. As a result, the idea grew amongst educated Germans that 

nationalitywas of primary importance in the development of a human be-
33 

ing. 

At the same tiJœ,. however, Drahomaniv was of the opinion that 

nationality should not be ignored altogeth.er but that in the interests 
-\ 

of human progress, it should not he placed on a pedestal and regarded 

as something sacred. He realized that this would be especially bard for 

Ukrainians who tended. to over-evaluate nationalism in histor)" and lire 

due to the heav,y oppcession of their nationality. Nonetheless, he ra

peatedly urged cosmopolitanism in ideas and aima, nationalism in found-

ation and forme 

We should stand for the idea that the most important thing is 
human and social progress and nationality only the basis, tœ 
form and means. Then we will serve the good and well-being of 
our people and together with this, its natio~lity; the defence 
and development of that which is good in it.J4 

Drahomaniv was opposed to the concept held by some Ukrainjans 

that their nationalism was not threatening anyone, that others had no

thing to fear for as soon as the se natl. onalists had. completed the detence 

of their nation, they would become tirm supporters of cOl:llD.Opolitanism. 

He pointed out that their nationalism was not all that peacetul and as 

proot advised Ukrainians to listen to the manner in which they themselves 

spoke about Russians, Poles and Jews. He urged nationalists to think 

ot what would happen to these people should they find the means ot taking 
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the government into their own hands. For these over-zealous patriots, 

nationalism was synonynlous with political separatism and. Drahomaniv 

. could not see anywhere the necessar,y force or groundwork for the poli

tica1 separation of Ukraiœfrom Russia. On the contrary, he saw that 

they had common interests, for al1 Slavs, inc1uding Russians, were suff-

ering under the gQvernment because of monarchia1 despotism, centraliz-

ation and lack of self-government. Ukrainians in particular, he claimed, 

were suffering more due to the fact that neither the rights of man and 

citizen nor their nationality were recognized. Consequently,. he discour

aged Ukrainian attempts to form a state of their own or even some kind 

of dualism, like the Hungarians in Austria. Instead, he thought that 

a solution for Ukrainian autonomy should be sought together with edu

cated Russians and members of other minorities of the Russian Empire 

by supporting ideas about autonomy and federalism rather than nationalism 
36 

and separatisme 

Most of his ideas on autonomy and federalism he inherited from 

the· Brotherhood. of Sts. Cyril and Methodius l'bi~hpropagated Ukrainian, 

or ratber Kievan, Panslavism instead of separatisme From this secret 

society he took the basic idea that the Ukrainianpeople constituted a 

nation and that they possessed sovereignty as well as equality of rank 

and worth with other nations of the world. In the political sphere, 

sovereigntymeant a Ukrainian republic, separate and equal to other Slavic 

republics, and with equal right to joïn a Slavic federation. In the 

cultural sphere, it meant a Ukrainian culture, complete, absolute, non-

restrictive by concepts of subordination to other cultures and capable 

of satisfying the needs of both the uneducated and the highly-trairied 
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echelons of the population. What he added was a much more detailed 

and comprehensive program for Ukrainian federalism which he called 

Vil 'na SPilka (Free Union) and which was strongly influenced by Proudhon' s 

principle: "Qui dit libert(" dit féd~ration ou ne dit rien. Qui dit 
38 

socialisme, dit: fèd~ration, ou ne dit de nouveau rien." The final 

goal of the Ukrainian Free Union was to have been a socialist society or 

an anarchistic direction which was to have been achieved only after the 

attainment of political freedom by each of the regional political soc-

ieties which would unite for joint action. to transform the Russian Em

pire. Drahomaniv summ~d up the aima of the Ukrainian Free Union 

l General civic aima: a) the rights of man and citizen - the 
indispensable condition for personal dignity and development. 
b) self-government - the basis for progress toward social jus
tice 
II Specifie national atm: Political freedom - as a means for 
the ret~ of the Ukrainien nation to the f~of civilized 
peoples. '-, 

Once political freedom was aChieved, then Free Union could 

york towards the attainment of at least certain basic social and economic 

measures which would reduce oppression to a minimum. These included 

alleviating the hardships of military service, tu reform, improving 

workers' conditions, dèveloping co-operative or co11eëtive ownership 
40 

as opJlosed to private ownership, and equal opportunity for education. 

Drahomaniv believed that the Ukrainian masses as a whole œnsidered some 

kind of action in thèse areas very important as even thair songs indicated 

that "after several hundred years of foreign domination, the opposition 

of our people is more !rom social and economic motives than from nat-
41 

ional and political antipathies and sympathies". 

Still, all these changes would not have satisfied those who 
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desired complete socialism or as Drahomaniv called it, "hromadivstvo" 

(communa!ism). As a final goal, the hromadivtsi desired anarchy, br 

which term they meant a frae federation of free communities formed of 

free individuals working for a common goal. They would work, as much 

as possible, towards the weakening of state authority by lessening the 

state's hold over every indiVidual and by pressing for greater freedom· 

for every individual in both word and deed, for everyrace, union and 

community. This would give them a real chance to work for truly mean-
42 

ingfu1 changes in the making or a new soc:ie V • 

How should Ukrainians look upon this goal? First of all, they 

had to realize that they constituted too large a group to form only one 

society. In arder to remain truly free, they would have to organize them

selves into a society of societies with complete freedom in aU matters 

including the~hoice of uniting into an even larger federation. They 

would not find it that difficult ta reach such an anarchistic goal for 
43 

it was not unheard of in Ukraine. For almost 200 years dur1ng the 

Zaporozhian Sich period, economic and miiitary conditions of the Gossacks 

were very si mi] ar to thœ e desired by Ukrainian socialis ts wi th the eJC-

44 
ception that although thera was liberty, there was not enough equality. 

Drahomaniv believed that not only was Ukraine far from esta"b

lishing an anarchistic ord~r, but that the present order did not give 

the masses a chance even to think about their life properly, let alone 

try to change it. The institution or socialism in Ukraine would depend 

upon its establishment throughout the world.for only the. there would 

be no need for soldiers and merchants, the pillars of aristocracy and 

wealth. In addition, religion would. have to be replaced by free scientiric 



studies, for faith could only lead to disaccord among people, and the 

clergy could only" strengthen the powers of the aristocracy, thereby in-
45 

creasing authority. In Ukraine, however, where the.y had no state, of 

their own, nor priesthood, aristocracy or merchantry (for these classes 
'. 

had been completely denationalized), the peasantry, who were the repre-

sentatives of the Ukrainian narod, its traditions and desires, would 

gladly acceptteachings about a newanarchistic order for this idea 
46 

cerrespon~edto their way of life. 

36 

Secondly, Ukrainian socialists had to decide on the means to be 

used in worldng towards this goal. To understand what means Drahomaniv 

proposed and why, it is necessary to examine his theory of historical 

progresse According to this the ory wose basic teaching was that nothing 

on this earth i8 constant (permanent) and standing (static), but rather 
47 

changing (evolving) and moving (dynamic), he viewed progress. as the 

natural result of economic, social and political developments. Organic 

evolution vas the basis for economic and social development, whereas 

political development depended l&rge~ on the manner in which the for-

mer two were evolving. Political changes, in comparison to social and 

economic, vere much easier to achieve, as changes in the latter required 
48 

a total uprooting of the present order. Even geology and biology showed 

that changes took place slow~ (the word revolution was replaced br evo

lution) and therefore, belief· in the setting up of a new order ~s a re

sult of a large uprising (revolution) showed the tendency to think naively 

in terms of political dev~opnent rather than social and economic. It 

vas possible for a minority (a majority has no need to revolt) to start 

a revolution by awakening the masses, possible to put an end to an old 
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order whose destruction had been prepared already on all sides by other, 

more natural means, it was even possible sometimes to bring about a new 

order, but it was impossible to uphold the newarrangement for "tradition 

(habit) and self-interest are more influential over people than word 
,,49 

and reason. Consequently, Drahomaniv viewed revolution as lia moment-

ary and contained phenomenon, and only one aspect of the evolutionary 
50 

process". 

This was not to say that he rejected revolution totally; on 

the contrar,y, he could not believe in the possibility of attaining the 

goal through peaceful means only. 

In Ukraine, one can expect even less than a.nywhere else, that the 
upper and ruling classes ldll voluntarily give up their power and 
as a result, the common masses cannot get along without a revol
ution.51 

Since the upper classes would not help the peasantry, as was obvious 

fr?Jll their reluctance to speak the same language as the common masses, 

the latter would have to re~ upontheir own forces in the struggle for 

liberation of the Ukrainian narod. For Drahomaniv, this idea of the 

struggle of the peasantr,y by its own forces was merely a paraphrasing 

of the slogan of the First Internationale - the liberation of thelDrk-

ing masses should be the task of the workers themselves - applied to 
52 

Ukrainian circumstances. But even once the peasants recognized their 

own strength, the goal would be easier to achieve if their activities 

were directed by educated people who, of their own free will, placed 
53 

themselves completely at the service of the peasantr,y. However, up 

to the ~esent, the intellectuals were separated from the population 

because of their aristocratie tendencies. These new "changed-into-
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aristocrats" were just as reluctant to use the Ukrainian language and 

to identify wi th the masses. But this problem could be solved easily 

by giving these intellectuals a little more humane upbringing. Then 

they'N)uld assume their proper role in the liberation movement as the 

propagators of a new order and of the means to be used by the peasants 

to achieve change. 

According to Drahomaniv" the goals of aU socialists were the 

aame throughout the world" just as was theoretical knowledge; however" 

the approaches used by each country" race" group or individual should 
54 

have been different just as ws applied science. Thus" Ukrainian soc-

ialists should look to the socialists in Western Europe and America" 

accept their ideas and in their own faSbion" attempt changes in their 

own territories. First of aU" they- would have to see to it that the:ir 

movement was free of all national exclusiveness and reaction which"r in 

the case of Ukraine" meant a rejection of the idea of separatimn. This 

38 

would have been the sole realistic approach for" according to Drahomaniv" 

the demand for separation was practically non-existent" a "quantite 

negligeable lt : 

What sort of an idea is it ltbich" during 20 or 30 years" has 
not found a single pereon ready to acknowledge it openly and 
courageously" prepared to sacrifice for ~t some of his ease" 
or his career" not to speak of his 1ife.~5 

Ukrainian socialiste" however" were dealing well with the problem of 

nationalimn versus internationalism for until this time" they had not 

done anything which would have indicated their deviation trom the ideas 

of new international socialism. One would not find amongst them that 

type of nationalism which desired to establish rule over another nation 
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or even that ldnd of nationalism which was. occupied solely with members 
. ;6" " 

of their own nationality. 

Secondly, the socialists w>u1d have to see ta it that the 

national prob1em. would be tied in wi th the struggle for political re-

form., which in turn would be tied in with the program for socio-economic 

reforma. One of the major prob1ems facing Ukrainians politically, vas 

the fact that they were divided between the Russian and Austro-Hungarian 

Empires and that within these empires, the various regions were isola.ted 

from each other. Ukrainians and Ga,licians regarded themse1ves as mem-

bers of the same nation, yet each part had litt1e contact with the Qther 

and the few people who tried and did estab1ish contacts were not well-
57 

infomed on politica1 and national conditions. Ukrainians in Trans-

carpathia were even in a stranger position vis-a-vis the Ga.licians, for 

a1though both vere under the rule of the Austro-~ungarian Empire, their 

separation from each other vas even more pronounced and the Ukrainians 

in Transcarpathia believed blindly in 1iberation by the Russian tsar. 

It appeared to Drahomaniv that the tvo were iso1ated from each other 
;8 

by a "Chinese wall". 

Ali these divisions made it that much barder for Ukrainians 

to torm. their own state, considering a1so that their chances of struggl-

ing and winning against botlt Russia and Austria vere practically imposs

ible. It might have been different had one of the two powers been able 

to extend its authority over &11 Ukrainian territories; however, sueh 

a situation seemed highly unlikely. Moreover, seeing that they could. 

not place any hopes either on the Austrian or the Russian centralist gov-

ernments, Ukrainians finally cODc1uded that support for patriotic activity 
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had to be found 'under their own noseslland that in each part, socialism 
59 

had to be spread progressively as conditions permitted. 

Ukrainian socialists in Austria obviously would find their 

task easier than Ukrainians in Russia, for Austria at least had a con

stitution. Consequently, Ukrainians in Austria could attempt to organ

ize a socialist party of workers and peasants in union with Poles and 

Jews, while in Russia, they would have to struggle first of all for pol

itical freedom. Ta attain political freedom, they would have to support 

the poli tics of the Galician socialis ts for only then would the rest of 

the world see that there was a numerous group of educated Ukrainian dema-

crats vigorous~pursuing a just cause: 

0n4r when we show our strength in at least one part of our land, 
will Europe turn its attention towards us. It is naive ta be
lieve that people in general, even the mœt humane, will be con
cerned about others sole1y because they are being oppressed. 
Are a few only being oppressed? Usually, people are interesied 
in those who fight back andto those only do they give help. 0 

Moreover, sinee history and the current practices of European nations 

showed that political and national auton01l\Y was possible without separat-

ism and since "only a world-wide cataclysm could tear away Ukrainians 
61 

politically from. thè Great Russians", Drahomaniv urged that Ukrainians, 

together with the other minorities and with the Great Russians as well, 

work towards the destruction of the tsarist system and the reconstruct-

ion of the Russian Empire. 
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CHAPTER III 

RECàNSTRUCTION OF '!HE RUSSIAN mœr.RE 

Drahomaniv was extremely concerned about the future of Ukraine 

but his love for the Ukrainian people did not blind him to political 

realities. He recognized tha. t the fate of Ukraine was inextricably 

linked with that of Russia. He believed that various Slav peoples had 

formed strong ties wi th the Russian people and that if these ties were 

broken, the individual Slav groups might face destinies less heneficial 

than remaining in connection wi~h the Russians. Consequently, he worked 

t~ard some kind of a broad federal plan for the reconstruction of the 

~sian Empire which would be fully worthy of th-e new liberating ideas 

of the times and which could satisfy tœ interests of the varlous nat-
, '1 

ionalities. 

Since he supported freedom an~ equality among aU na. tions, 

free ~evelopnent of learning and culture, an;i peace and brotherhood 

among nat}ons, his pro gram was based on the idea that the only rational 

path to a future and improved ~sia lay in the destruction of autocracy 

and centralization, for these were the means that tsarism used to carry 

out politic&! and national oppression. As a corollary, he propagated 

wide decentralization, ~ liberal constitution and a parliament&ry sys-

tem, in the hope tha t these reforms would bring about a solution to the 

p!'oblem that he personally considered of utmost importance - the nat-

ional freedom of Ukraine. 

His proposed constitution Vil'na Spilka (Free Union), provided 

for the recognition of the State (by which he meant an All-Russian auJEast 

European Union) on the basis of human and civil rights and self-government. 
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In the clauses dealing with "the rights of man and citizen", his pri-

mary concern was for the individua1 since he believed that human free-
2 

dom and worth were the highest values. In the distribution of State 

powers, his greatest emphasis was on the 10wer 1eve1s ref1ecting his 

interest in decentralization. State powers were distributed as broadly 

as possible. 

Affairs concerning the entire Russian State Union and le gis-

1ation of the State as a who1e were to be in the hands of two Counci1s: 

the State Counci1, chosen by e1ectora1 co11eges in e1ectoral districts; 

and the Union Counci1, e1eeted by regiona1 eounei1s. The Chief of State 

was.to be either an hereditary Emperor or an e1ected President of the 

A11-Russian State Union for a fixed tenn. The State Assemb1y was to be 

composed of a11 the members of the State and Union Counci1s plus spec-

ia1 deputies e1ected by regiona1counei1s so that the total number of 

special deputies and members of Union Counci1 would equa1 the number of 

members of the State Counei1. The Constitution of the State was not to 

be amended without the approva1 of two-thirds of the State and Union 

Counci1s and ratification by the State Assembly. 

Having dea1t briefiy with the higher organs, he coneentrated 

on the clauses dealing with self-government. His main desire was that 

local self-government be effective, subject to the provision that repre-

sentatives of the central State could override "only such decrees and 

acts by the agencies of local self-government as are contrary to the 

fundamenta1 laws and common interests of the State union". 

Local self-government was to be administered by c~a1 (vill

age and town), vo10st (group of villages), uyezd (district) and regional 
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assemblies. The communal, v010st, and district au~horities would admin-

ister the local public econoIDy", public works, we1fare, public e1ement~ 

ary and secondary education, if possible; the regional council would 

legislate for and administer the regional public econoD\Y, public works 
:3 

and welfare where they were beyond the means of a single district. 

The most important feature of Drahomaniv' s proposed constit-

ution was his demand for a new territorial unit te replace the tradition-

al Russian provinces. The new unit was to have been the region which, 

unlike the huge provinces, would provide no possibility for centraliza-

tion. The basis for the division of the Russian Empire into regions 

was to be determined by geographic, economic am ethnographic factors. 

On the basis of these desiderata, Drahomaniv proposed the following 

regions: the Northern and Baltic regions, Lithuania, Poland, Belorussia, 

POlisia, Kiev, Odessa, Kharkiv, Moscow, Nizhni Novgorod, Kazan, the Urals, 

Saratov, Caucasia, Western Siberia, Eastern Siberia, the Cossack lands 
4 

(Don, Kuban, Terek) am Central Asia. Considering his concem for wide 

decentralization, his newly-proposed regions were scarcely more balanced 

or more rationally detennined than were the old Russian provinces. An 

All-Russian program would come about as the sum. of regional programs just 

as an All-Russian political organization would result fram the alliance 

of regional organizations. 

In accordance with Proudhon's teachings which Drahomaniv whole-

heartedly supported, he saW any attempt to govern the All-Russian State 

through a central representative assemblywithout the recQgnition and 

safeguarding of the rights of man and citizen and without local se1f-

government lias giving as little protection to the cause of freedom in 
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general and to the interests of Ukraine in particular as did the pre-
5 

sent organization of tte Russian Empire~ He stressed that the main 

problem for 19th century Russia was the need to destroy autocracy and 

to replace it with a constitutional system; for only political reforms 

could open the doors to true progr;ss in the socio-economic sphere. 

At the sarna time he warned Russian revolutionaries of the 

danger of forming programs of an exclusively Russian character, of 

speaking from the Great Russian nation about the Great Russian nation-
6 

ooly. He believed that the political movement would achieve far better 

and quicker results if an attempt were made to accomodate the non-state 

nations which would then do their utmost to help such a movement. Draho-

maniv wasespeciallY interested in the positions taken by the various 

Great Russian parties vis-a-vis the national'problemin Ukraine for~ne 

believed that the attitude of the Great Russians toward the Ukra.iirl.ans 

was typical of the attitude of privileged nations toward plebeian nations 

and of all the plebeian nations in Eastern Europe, the -Ukraïnian had the 
7 

large st and most energetic populace. 

Constitutional propriety and the question of balancing the 

multi-nationa:l character of the Russian State had little influence on 

the mainstream of Russian revolutionary thought. in the latter 19th cen

tury. Among some groups the strongest influence was the Slavophile theory 

of the need to return to pre-Petrine "Holy Russia". Strongest of all 

were the theories of the various radical socialist revolutionaries who 

stated that Russia could leap forward to a classless and stateless soc-

iety, skipping the "bourgeois parliamentary system" altogether. Drahomaniv 

criticized each of these trends. He saw the Slavophiles as reactionaries, 
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and the radical socialists as unrealistic. To him, both exemplified 

Great Russian parti cula ri sm and narrowness while pretending to be inter-

national. 

He was extremely displaased with the Russian Slavophiles be-

cause he believed that they had harmed the development of the Panslav 

idea, which had,been first formulated and'propagated by members of 

oppressed nationalities. The Russians had introduced'a spirit of narrow 

national pride, of Byzantine religious intolerance and of political ser- . 
8 

vility." Moscow Slavophiles were nat. Panslavists but Pan-Orthodoxists, 

viewing the Slavic question from a religious point of view. Their ideal 

was the past and especially the seventeenth century, a time at which 

they could equate Russia with OrthodoJCY, the West wi th Catholicism, 

Catholicismwith Jesuitism and Latinism, and consequently, promulgate 

the idea that therecould never be peace between the Russian nation 
9 

and Latinism. 

They did not formulate any kind of clear all-Slavic program, 

but rather concerned themselves with a forced r81igious union which they 

thought would lead to unit y in government. In fact, it led to the exact 

opposite, for in Russia the concept that Orthod0JCY, Russian nationality 

and the State were aIl synonymous resulted in the creation of a situat-

ion where Catholics, Protestants and Jews could no longer regard them-

selves as Russians. Consequently, national and state unit Y were weak-

ened. The Slavophiles should have realized that in order to preserve 
10 

the unit Y of the State it was necessary to separate Church and State. 

tater Slavophiles went even further to narrow the ideas of 

the old Slavophiles into a theor,y of military bureaucratie Russification 
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of Slavic and. indeed non-Slavic peoples within Russia and beyond her 

boundaries, a theorywhich bordered on an a11-absorbing dictatorial 
11 

centralism. Accordingly, when the Russo-Turkish War broke out in 

1878, and Russia wen:t; to aid the Balkan Slavs, the Slavophiles jus ti

fied her position by claiming that ail she desired was the political 

and social,p.beration of the oppreseed Slavs. At the same time, they 

conveniently overlooked the fact that within her own territories Russia . ' 

was choking all lire and thought and was 9l.ppressing her minorities 

both politically and socially: 

How can a government where there are class privileges:, no 
basic elementary human immunities, a system of forced Russ
ification of all non-Great Russian elements, supremacy of 
the Church, how can this type of goverrunent servehthe cause 
of f'reedom and self~overnment for the Slavic and non-Slavic 
elements in Turkey? 

Whenever mention was œde of the possibility of an autonomous 

Ukraine, Poland or Belorussia, the Slavophiles immediately proceeded 

to pacify the Russian people who, they thought, feared that the grant-
13 

ing of autonomy would weaken the great and might power of Russia. 

Consequent1y, although the Ukrainian movement was still weak politicë:1lly, 

the Slavophiles werequite hostile to it for they saw the movement as 

a separatist one. For Drahomaniv, all these factors were mere1y proof 

of how insincere and pretentious the Slavophiles re8.lly were and how 

much more apt it would have been to call them Great Russophiles as 
14 

opposed to Slavophiles. 

EVen Herzen 1aughed at the Slavophiles for he pointed out 

that whi1e German Hegelians c1aimed that God lived in Berlin, Moscow

Hegelians moved that God t'rom the Germans to the Slavs and especially 
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to the Great Russians. He was convinced that the idea of Panslavism 

took on a much different form in Ukraine than in Russia. He praised 

Ukrainian Panslavists for propagating a federal union of Slavs in which 

each narodnost would retain its peculiarities. In their programs, there 

was no talk of breaking away from Russia but rather, the desire to join 
16 

with other Slavs in a union under the sceptre of the Rus si an tsar. 

Drahomaniv was a little apprehensive about Herzenls praise of 

the village obshchina. which he regarded as a leftover from Moscow Slavo-

philism, but on the whole, he was enthusiastic about Herzen. In the first 

pihace, Herzen had written the following about. Ukrainian aspirations to 

freedom: 

'. Uki-aine ws a Cossack republic at the basis of which were 
democratic and social foundations. If and when Ukraine ••• 
decides that she desires te be neither Pollsh nor Russian, 
then in rq opinion, the problem should be solved sim ply by 
recognizing her as free and autonomous.17 

Secondly, in his Kolokol, Herzen demanded, after the abolition of serfdam, 

political freedom, persona! inviolability, freedom of speech, conscience, 

and nationallty, demands that Drahomaniv considered of utmost and immed- . 

iate necessity. Finally, Drahomaniv respected Herzen because of the 

authority wi'th which he was treated by the population as a resUlt of 

his refusal to remain silent about the most censored questions of the 
18 

<lay. 

He ws also very interested in Herzen because the latter took 

a definite stand on the Polish question. Although Herzen believed that 

POland, like Italy and Hungary, should have the right to self-government 

inde pendent of Russia, he hoped that a free Poland w:>uld not break away 

trom a free Russia. He felt assured that Russia and Poland could work 
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19 
.together hand in hand towards the establishment of a free social life • 

Drahomaniv was interested in the Polish question because he 

believed that to achieve anything in the Russian Empire subjugated nat

ions had to be united. Like Herzen, he upheld the rights of the Polish 

nation to an autonomous life and saw separatism from Russia as harmful 

not only to the interests of Russia and Salvdom but to the interests of 

Poland itself. He always supported the uniting of Polish revolutionary 

strength with Russian in the struggle against autocracy and perpetually 

denounced the negative attitude of Poliah nationalists to the political 
20 

and national concerns of Ukraine, Belorussia, Latvia, and Lithuania. 

Drahomaniv had no difficulty in deciding whether the rational 

road to autonolll1' for Poland should be separ?-tism or federalism. Recog-

nizing that Poland could not rely on her ~ strength to defeat Russia 

nor on foreign military aid, he declared that there was only one road. 

for Poland - federalism. If Poles desired autonolll1' and political free

dom, they would have to work with various other nationalities of the 

Russian Empire and make their impact on the Russian government by means 

of a clearly thought-out program. The program. would have to be a fed-

eral one and recognize complete equalityof all regions and national-

ities. It would also have to be democratic for the democratic principle 
21 

carried to its logical conclusion would lead to socialism. If this 

pro gram were fo1lowed then the Ukrainians would bear no grudge against 

the Polish population, but would oppose the subjugation of Poland as a 

contradiction of fundamental human rights and violation of the interest 

of the Slavs in genera1. 
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The majority of Polish nationalists were of the opinion that 

Poland' s historie boundaries should be restored. This, aeeording to 

Drahomaniv, meant that the part of Ukrainian territ ory under Polish rule 

would be denied the right to deal with its own destin;r. Sueh an atti-

tude ea\lB.ed a fair amount of antagonism he tween Ukrainians and Poles, 

an antagonism whieh was e ompounded by the faet tha. t the Poles in Ukraine 
22 

were the ~downing elass. 

During the Polish uprising of 1863, no Pole raised the quest

ion of the fate of the other nations within the boundaries of Poland, 

beeause the idea of dividing historie Poland among its nationalities had 

not, yet found a suffieient number of adherents. Consequently, the Ukrain

ian population unequivoeally expressed its desire not to unite in any way 
23 

with Poland. Drahomaniv did not reeeive Polish historie elaims very 

warmly: "Whenever the question of historie Poland arises, you must either 
24 

baek off or else throw eold water on the Poles." He justified the 

Ukr3i.nians 1 refusaI to join the uprising for he viewed the revoIt as no-

thing other than an attempt by the landlords to restore their old privi-

leges. Even the Polish peasants refused t.o support i i t, sometimes work-

ing openly against it, elaiming that if the nobility and the bourgeoisie 

were fed up with the Muscovite yoke, they themselves were even more fed 
25 

up with the yoke imposed upon them by their own sh1aeht~. Within this 

perspective it was easy for Drahomaniv to explain the failure of the 

Polish uprising. 

Aeeording to Drahomaniv, the uprising for historie Poland finally 

destroyed the credit of Polish historie patriotism and prevented for 

quite a while the fulfillment of the legitimate demands of the Pollsh 
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narod as well as the establishment of political freedom and the urgent1y 

needed social reforms throughout al1 of the Rus·sian Empire where central-
, 26 

ization was intensified in the wake of the revo1t. The failure of the 

uprising demonstrated the necessity a~ revo1utionary groups to turn against 

a1l "centralizing-national-state policies" and to accept IIfederalist

internationa1-popular" ones. It a1so indicated that Po1and" like every 

other nation in the Russian Empire" was most lik~ly to obtain political 

freedom through federalism rather than separatisme 

It was precisely this emphasis on federalism which tied DrBho-

maniv to Balrunin. Drahomaniv was very sympathetic towards him because 

Bakunin' s teachings were very similar to Proudhon' s. His anarchism was 

opposed to the monarchic" c ons ti tutiona1 and republican theories of his 

French contèmporaries and regarded complete freedom of the individual 

as syno~ous with the English expression "self-government". Drahomaniv 

concluded that" in· i ts practical aspects" Bakuirl.n' s anarchism 1ed to fed-

eralism. 

Moreover Drahomaniv found Bakunin particularly appealing be-

cause; like Herzen" he addressed himse1f to the Ukrainian national quest

ion. After reviewing "Little Russia'sll history" he dec1ared that Ukrain

ians made a terrible mistake in the 17th century in accepting the protect-

ion of the Russian tsar who promised to preserve their freedom and their 

national autonomy. But since tha t tiIœ Ukrainians had been systematicalJ.y 

and cruelly persecuted by a Russian "panslavic national govermœnt". 

Bakunin thought that since the population of Ukraine numbered about 15 

million people" since they all spoke the same language" had tœ same 

customs and boasted of a great historica1 past" 



••• this nation (Little Russia), as well as Belorussia, should 
be an autonomous nation and should be allowed to enter an 
alliance with either Poland or Great Russia, but should not 
be under the hegemony of either one or theother.28 

At the same time that Drahomaniv was sympathetic towards Bak-

unin because of the latter f s cognizance of the lB tional question and 

his attraction to anarchism, he was.impressed by Lavrov because of his 

respect for learning and knowledge and his propagation of rationalism 

and positivisme However, his respect for Lavrov was quickly and ser-
29 

iously diminished due to the latter's disregard of national aspirations. 

Drahomaniv argued that Lavrov' s journal, Vpered, had distorted 

the slogan of the Internationale - proletariat of the world unite -

into proletariat of those nations under the Russian government become 
30 

Russified. He wondered why Vpered, when speaking of the prospects of 

a socialist order in the Russian Empire, dia riot mention the possibili

ties of forming political and social organizations in nations other' 

. than Russia and Poland. More specifically, he dema.nded to know why there 

. could not be a Ukrainian socialist party in Russia if there was one in 

Austria. nAfter aU, the Little Russians in Ukraine are practically in 

the sarna position with respect to the Great Russians as are the Ruth-
31 

enians in Galicia with respect to the Poles". 

Since the Lavrovists were not willing to provide their equals 

in Russia with the means of organizing socialist propaganda anong their 

populations in their own language, Vpered could not be, as it had hoped, 

an aU Slavic socialist organ. Even if the national question was not 

of primary importance, a point which Drahomaniv conceded, it still con-

stituted a part of the socialist question in its widest understanding 

and Lavrov should have realized that the oppressed nationalities in the 

f 
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C" l' Russian Empire were one of the determining factors in the struggle 

for the liquidation of the leudal state order which was the prelimin-
32 

ary to the socialist revolution which was to follow. 

Although he might seem to have been more appreciative of Bak-

unin than of Lavrov, Drahomani v was just as cri tical of both when they 

expressed their belief in the possibility of Russia passing into the 

socialist order immediatelY without first striving for "bourgeois poli

tical freedom". Both Bakuninists and Lavrovists were under the im-

pression that constitutionalism would be detrimental to Russian inter-

ests because it would help the ruling class to strengthen its hold over 

the masses wbich, in turn, would. give rise to the development of capit-

alism and the destruction of the village obshchina. Drahomariiv did not 

accept the theory of the non-bourgeois path of development, for his .in-

vestigations of Russials economic development showed that Russia had 

firmly set in upon the period of capitalism and therefore, confirmed 

that her future historical progress would not differ from other count-

ries in Western Europe for whom capitalism was an inevitable stage be-
33 

fore the triumph of socialism. 

In propagating the need for political reform, withoutwhich 

he thought that talk about a socialist revolution was ridiculous, Draho-

maniv tried to show that the 'liberal movensnt in Russia was growing 
34 

according to the irresistable laws of history. Necessarily, Russia 

would follow a path of development similar to that of France before 

178t: 

si on ~tudie de pr~s la crise en Russie et ses rapports 
avec les mouvements politiques de l'Europe, on verra que 
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Cl -, ce n'est pas le socialisme proprement dit qui est engag~ 
mais la question de la libert' politique et de l'abolition 
des restes du r~gime f~odal. Si la Russie est à la veille 
d'une révolution, oe sera plutbt la r'volution fr~~aise de 
1789-93 que de la commune du Paris de 1871.35 

Consequently, one would have expected DrahomaniV' to have been 

somewhat enthusiastic upon witnessing the beginnings of political parties 

at the end of the 70's and especiallY of Narodnaia Volia, whose first 

priority was" the struggle for political freedam. However, he frowned 

upon Narodnaia ·Volia. They agreed that Russ:i:a.;should follow the West 

European pattern of abolishing absolute monarchy and accepting the 

parliamentary system. But they did notbelieve that the individual 

nationalities should be granted the right to de termine their political 

relationship with the entire state. Instead, they·proposed that the 

general Russian AssemblY should decide the fate of these nationalities 
3~ 

according to its own tastes. 

If they acted upon this proposition, then the efforts expended 

by these revolutionaries in attempting to establish a general Russian 

Assemblly would have been just as useless as the energy expended by the 

French revolutionaries in 17a9. They had not succeeded in their goals 

because they had merely exchanged royal autocracy for autocracy of the 

parliamentary majority. The revolutionaries would have to realize that 

real political freedomwould be possible only in those countries where 

the system of centralization did not have too much force, such.as Swit

zerland, England, Belgium, the former republic of Holland and the Scan-
37 

dinavian states. In order to assure the success of a socio-economic 

revolution in Russia after the political upheaval, it would '00 necessary 

for ail revolutionaries to accept the 
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principle of equality of all nations, historical and non
historical, as well as of the principle of the autonomy of 
regions, in short, of the federal principle. It would also 
depend on the ability of the central conunittee to distinguish 
between solidarity, which is essential, and centralization, 
which is superfluous and even downright harmful.38 

In addition to the centralizing tendencies of Narodnaia Volia, 

Drahomaniv was extremely sceptical about the moral and practical value 

of their terrorist activities. Although he did not find it strange that 

tsarist officiaIs were being attacked and murdered openly - indeed, he 

was surprised that in such terrible conditions of oppression, such in-
39 

cidents had not occured earlier - he.could not justify political ass-

assinations as aprinciple of revolutionar.y struggle. 

In the given circumstances of lawlessness for which tsarism 
is responsible, one can excuse political terrorism and seek 
to understand its causes. As historians, we must recognize 
the good it has brought; it has forced a11 of Russian soc
iety to reflect on the reason·for these assassinations. But 
it is inadmissible to glorif.y assassination, to present it 
as a pattern to be imitated, or to elevate it to the rank of 
a system ••• 

Even if we leave aside the moral aspect of the matter, 
these killings have a negative political effect. They strike 
the government, but they do not overthrow it, and they ofier 
nothing neW in i ts place. 40 . 

The assass1nation of Alexander II - the goal upon which Narod-

naia Volia concentrated - showed that the Russian revolutionar,y movement 

had evolved to the point where it was essentially political. Although 

some revolutionar.y circles in France applauded the assassinations, Draho-

maniv could not do the sarne for he argued that there was a substantial 

difference between assassinations in Western Europe and those in Russia 

where "nous en voyons une s~rie' et, enfin, nous y d6couvrons une action 

"" 41 systematis~e.1I Moreover, he wondered "Quelle valeur peut avoir l' 

assassinat d'une t~te couronnée dans la lutte du travail contre le 
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42-
capital, qui est le fond du mouvement socialiste?1I He believed that 

a political party, which should have had as its main goal large-scale 

changes, should not have been so taken up with terrorism and murder be-

cause the tendency was to forget that the main purpose of killing the 

tsar and his officiaIs was not to elimina te evil individuals but to 
43 

eliminate an evil order. 

Moreover, Drahomaniv blamed Narodnaia Volia for encouraging 

youth, and especially university students, to participate in illegal 

terroristi~ activities. Instead, they should have urged them to hold 

back from practical political agitation and to wait until such a time 

as they would know how ta attack the enemy and defend themselves from 

it. Students, naturally, were opposed to the political order in Russia 

since it contradicted everything that they had been studying. But from 

the time that student agitation made its chronic'appearance in 1857, the 

lack of any tangible results had shown that their efforts and sacrifices 

had been all in vain. In actively attempting to show their hatred of 

the existing system, IIthey only gave the Herods their chance ta kill the 
44 

masses of what were still only children." Drahomaniv believed that 

youth should be interested in politics but that they should take active 

part only after they had fLnished their studies. 

If Drahomaniv' s main criticism of Narodnaia Volia was directed 

against their tactics and their blindness ta the need of organizing poli-

tical parties on a federalistic basis, then his criticism of Ghernyi 

Peredel, which was led by Plekhanov and Wlich called itself the organ 

of sociallsts-federalists, was directed against their hypocritical 

stand on federalism. The.y wrote about the absolute necessity of organizing 
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socialist parties on a federal basis, arguing that this was the only 

way that a normal development could be guaranteed to the various nation-

alities of the Russian Empire. They claimed that ethnographical~, 

Little Russia, Belorussia, Poland, the Caucasus, Finland and Bessarabia 

were distinct nations and that therefore, they should be granted an auto-
45 

nomous development. 

However, in 1880, when a number of socialist emigr's circu-

lated a more "radical" federal plan at a meeting in Geneva which stressed, 

among other things, tha t in the interests of socialism in Eastern Europe 

i t would be better to organize socialist parties on the basis of natural 

regions (abolish existing traditional state boundaries and allow new 

boundaries to be determined on the basis of geographic, economic and 

national conditions), the Most opposition to this plan was voiced by 
46 

Cherny! Peredel. 

Plekhanov argued that there was no need for him to accomodate 

himself to the feelings of oppressed nationalities and that it was time 

to pass ta the more important economic question. He supported the idea 

which proclaimed that socialism demanded of aIl small nations or tribes 

to unite with greater cultured nations, and to assimilate and develop 
47 

under their influence. The only nation which Chernyi Peredel deemed 

worthy of the recognition of independence was Poland and since Draho-

maniv had expressed strong opposition ta the historie patriotism of 

the Polish revolutionaries, Plekhanov claimed that he had looked at 

the uprising through the eyes of a Ukrainian peasant and consequently 

had misjudged it. Drahomaniv' s rep~ was that when dealing with Poland 

and present Russia, Russian groups could give a fair and logical judgement 
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only when they could state clearly their position on the question of 

the plebeian nations of former Poland and present Ru&sia, including Lat-
48 

via, Lithuania, Belorussia and Ukraine. As a result of these dis-

eussions, Plekhanov called Drahomaniv a south-Rus sian nationalist, while 

Drahomaniv accused Plekhanov of being a vigorous supporter of great 

Russian centralism and chauvinism. 

It was obvious then, that in devising a constitutional demo-

cratic theory for the Russian Empire with a maximum amount of attention 

devoted to federalist principles, Drahomaniv's purpose was that Ukraine 

receive autonomy. But merely devising a theory for the transformation 

of the Empire was not sufficient. He also had to denonstrate what means 

were to be used to achieve this goal. This was an extremely difficult 

task for him as his basic tendency was to support evolutionary as opposed 

to revolutionary methods. He himself stated that his political motto, 

the best political motto, was: IlGutta cavat l.pidem no vi, sed semper 

calendo. - It is not by force that the drops of water wear away. the stone, 
49 

but by al ways falling. Il 

60 

However, the situation in the Russian Empire forced him to recog-

nize political revolution as a decisive factor in the changeover from one 

type of social order to another, but it never altered bis opinion of the 

necessity of having a revolution preceeded and prepared for by evolution 

in the economic and social spheres of life. Especially after the Russo-

Turkish War, Drahomaniv was convinced in the necessity and inevitability 

of a revolution for he saw that the smallest rights could be obtained 
1 

only after the fall of Russian despotism and such a fall had not occured ,0 
anywhere yet without a revolution. But even in the case of political 
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revo1ution, Drahomaniv was an exponent of "1a cause pure exige des moyens 
51 

purs aussill • Consequent1y, his suggestions on how to gain political 

freedom consisted of an open dec1aration of onels ideas in the press, a 

presentation 'of a series of dec1arations fram all classes of society of 

their opposition to despotism and an openattack on the system on the 

part of 1ega1ly-organized political groups fonned from people of a11 reg-
52 

ions and of a11 nationalities. In addition, he had faith that the anny, 

under the leadership of its officers, would see all the evi1s that were 

being perpetrated under the system. that they were serving· and would ren-
53 

der real aid in the 1iberation movement. 

For the fulfillment of the socia1ist idea1, however, Drahomaniv 

believed that it was necessary to have as large a proportion of the pop-

ulation as possible made aware of the goal. Herein 1ay the ro1e of the 

intelligentsia and especia11y of the students who were to ,organize groups 

in order to 1earn and prepare themse1ves for the future as well as teach 

the peasants and workers in amall schoo1s which, of necessi ty, would have 

to have been secret. It was a1so necessary to bui1d socialist parties 

on a federal basis and to organize socialist propaganda in the languages 
54 

of ever,y nationa1ity in the Russian Empire. 

The means that he proposed for the reconstruction showed that 

he supported to the greatest possible degree aIl 1egally-organized acti-

vities by Russian revolutionaries but condemned any conspiratoria1 and 

Machiavellian tactics. At the SaJœ time, his criticism of' their programs 

showed that behind his desire to transform the Empire was the be1ief that 

only genera1 politica1 freedom in Russia would create the conditions nec-

essary for the advance of the Ukrainian movement. 
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CHAPTER IV 

STRUGGLE WITH UKRAINIAN CONTEI.-1PORARIES 

We have shown in the previous chapter that Drahomaniv.was 

ver.y critical of the Russian revolutionaries for their inadequate treat-

ment of the Ukrainian question. He believed that the existence of so 

many different nationalities in the Russian Empire should have made 

them aware of the importance of the national question. The lack of 

sympathy among re~olutionary groups for the demand for Ukrainian auto

nomy alienated Drahomaniv and precluded ms working intimately with any 

of them: 

l can take a stand on 'Russian' affairs, both (Great) Russ
ian in the ethnic sense and Russian in the political sense, 
only in so:tà.r as they affect our people. By the saœ prin
ciple l can, of course, have dealin~ with the Russian par
ties, but l cannot join any of them. 

Naturally, such an attitude made Drahomaniv susceptible to accu~ations 

of bE"ing a Ukrainian chauvinist, nationalist and separatiste Yet Draho-

maniv was not a narrow nationalist or a provincialist. His denouncements 

were not directed solely against Russian revolutionaries, but extended 

to Ukrainians as well, those in Russia and Galicia whom he believed 

guilty of over-emphasizing the national question to the neglect of the 

socio-economic aspects of the liberation movement. 

In Russian Ukraine, his attacks were directed mainly against 

the members of the Old Kievan Hromada to which he had belonged mile in 

Kiev and which, after the Ems Ukaz of 1876, had sent him abroad to orga-

nize a free centre for Ukrainian propaganda. In Geneva, Drahomaniv 

carried out this task editing the journal Hromada, publishing a complete 

edition of Shevchenko's Kobzar (The Bard) and various other popular works, 
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and writing brochures and articles for both Russian and foreign period-

icals on the problems of Ukrainian national autonomy. But his emig-

ration created difficulties for the Kievan Hromada. Not only were its 

members faced with the necessity of financing Drahomaniv, they also had 

to take care of putting their own agents at the borders in order ta get 

contraband literature across. 

Supporting Drahomaniv became a divisive issue within the Kievan 

Hromada. By 1876 the number of young activist members in the organiza-
~ ... :. ~ 

tion began to make their presence felt. Their dreams of accomplishiqg 

practical political results by joining Russian revolutionary groups con-

flicted with the approach of the older members who aimed at extracting 

cultural concessions from the Russian government. The younger members 

begrudged Drahomaniv financial support for they doubted that pamphlets, 

brochures or proclamations could be ... of any benefit to the Ukrainian 
2 

cause. For his part, Drahomaniv rejected their view that the Ukrainian 

movement could advance only by turning to terrorism as a means of chang

ing the political structure of Russia. He argued that even lia m:inimal 

program" - cultural woIk w.i.thin the legal framework - would be beneficial 
3 

to the Ukrainian population. He believed that Ukrainians needed above 

all else an intelligentsia willing to work for the benefit of the narod, 

and that such an intelligentsia would come into being on~ after a fully 
4 

developed Ukrainian literature had been created. This cautious atti-

tude exasperated the young members of the Hromada and made it difficult 

for the older members to get the money for Drahomaniv. 

Gradually Drahomaniv l s relations with the Hromada became strain-

ed and in the end he lost their support. The disaffection grew out of a 
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variety of issues. Drahomani v' s socialist id eas began to develop and 

strengthen once he was beyond the reach of Russian officialdom and cen-

sorship. Fearing reprisaIs should the police find any of his radical 

writings on their person, the Kievah Hromada began to dissociate from 

him and tried to persuade him to give up his publishing activities. 

After the assassination of Alexander II in 1881 the Hromada came to con-

sider Drahomaniv' s activities 'harmful to the Ukrainian cause. They thought 

that his writings would ruin the~r hopes of seeing the restrictions on 

Ukrainian literature lessened. They sent Drahomaniv less and less money 

and more and !ûore letters explaining my they were no longer of any use 

to each other. 

The Kievaî'l Hromada declared that .i.Ukrà.inians in Russia no longer 

required Drahomaniv's type of publications since they were mostly of a 

political nature and political public~::.tions could do more harm than good 

in the cause he was trying to serve. They pointed out tha t as an emigre 

he knew of oontemporary needs only from newspapers and letters from his 

friends. They, on the other band, could see everything that was happen-

ing and could judge better than he mat would be in the interests of the 
5 

Ukrainian people. They proposed that he redirect his efforts and write 

more for foreign periodicals 50 that Europe would recall the existence 

of a Ukrainian "family". 

Drahomani v pointed out tha t he had been doing this all along 

and claimed that as a result of his endeavors the whole European and 

Russian world was begirming to notice the existence of the Ukrainian 

nation and recognize its plight. He could sympathize with the Hromada's 

fears of being compromised if they themselves published any political 
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material, but he could not understand why they expected those living 

beyond Russian boundaries to keep silent when they were free to ex-
6 

press their ideas clearly and openly. It was obvious ta Drahomaniv 

that the Kievan Hromada was criticizing him unjustly, but he attributed 

this ta a mistaken belief an their part tha t the Russian government. 
7 

cauld be influenced by what was written in the European press. He 

haped that they would re-evaluate their positions and recognizethat, 

to a large degree, .,~hey;.\themselves were responsible for hampering the 

work they expected of him. He c1aimed that the only reason why even 

more articles had not appeared in foreign periodicals was that the 

Hromada had failed to protide him. wi. th the ma. terials, mainly books, he 
8 

needed for research. 

The Kievan Hroma.da could no longer appreciate Drahomanivls 

cultural and political program. They disagreed with his insistance that 

lJkrainians become acquainted with pr.ogressive Russian writings. Such a 

study, he thought, would help Ukrainian literature to develap along the 

sarna lines as had Russian literature - "democratic in ideas, and criti-
9 

cal and realistic in style. il The Hromada argued that the greatest 

harm ta Ukrainian intellectuals resulted from the fact that they had 

been educated by the Russian press "Which "changed its ideas with each 

season like women changed fashions ll • They suggested that young Ukrain-

ian intelleç:tuals should look to West European literature, nat ta Russian, 
10 

for enlightenment. 

In his defence, Drahomaniv argued that he toa had always de-

sired Ukrainians ta dravT 'liheir culture directly from West European 

sources rather than frcimMoscow or St. Petersburg. He claimed, however, 
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that Russian literature \«)uld have a Europeanizing influence because 
Il 

it was imbued with an English and French spirit. Horeover, if 

Ukrainian intellectuals desired to break all cultural ties l~th Russians, 

they would have to know at least two or three West European languages, 

and since the majority of Ukrainian intellecilla.ls, including university 

students, could not read German or French, let alone English, Drahomaniv 

implored them to think Il just how enligh tened such a comnuni ty would be 
12 

if it rebelled against Russian literature as wel!U. 

In addition to propagating close cultural ties, Drahomaniv 

also favoured close political ties between Ukrainians and Russian~ for 

he believed that the spreading of Ukrainian national consciousness would 

be possible only after the political administrative system in Russia 

was destroyed. To achieve the latter, it was necessar.y for Ukrainians 

to unite with Russians and, in a common struggle, achieve a new political 
13 

order. 

However, the Kievan Hromada began to think in terms of a south-

western federation of Slavs. Finding no sympathy from Russian liberals 

for the Ukrainian cause, they could no longer envisage the creation of 
14 

a Slavic north-eastern (Rus sian) federation. Consequently, they be-

came more and more dissatisfied with Drahomaniv's persistent appeals to 

work together with Russians instead .of against them, accused him of Russe-

philism and insisted that he had deliberately gone to Geneva to publish 

the journal Hromada where he knew that it would IImerely get lost among 
15 

ail the other Russian publications of the social revo1utionaries ll • 

In 1885, they finally disowned him and stopped sending aqy financial 

support. 
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This set-back did not deter Drahomaniv. He turned bis 

attention towards Galicia, and became familiar with aIl Ukrainian pub-

lications, as well as with indi viduals who could influence their dir-

ection. He contributed a number of articles to various journals out-

lining the social, political and national situation in Galicia and in 

Russian Ukraine, and described the role he thought Galicia was to play 

in the Ukrainian national movement. 

Firs~ of aU, he believed that literature and lit~rary c riti ci sm , 

played an extremely important role in the socio-political life of any 

nation. His tendency was not to separate the literary movement from 

the poli tical, but to see i t as an integral part of the entire poli ti-
16 

cal and social movement in Galicia. Because he placed so much empha-

sis on literature âs ahliJéans of educating the masses and because Ukrain-

ian literature in Galicia was so underdevelop~d, he claimed that Galician 

writers did, not even know in what language they should publish - in the 

language of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries wbich was a mixture 

of Polish, Latin and German elements, in the Great Russian language or 
17 

in contemporary Ukrainian. He urged Galicians to read Russian litera-

ture because "its worldly and democratic character would direct youth 

towards thé ',demos' and the 'demos' being Ukrainian, Ukrainian national 
lB 

consciousness would develop automatically". Drahomaniv realized that 

advising Galicians to acquaint themselves with Russian literature irked 

many Kievans who had come to equate Russian culture with the Russian 

state. However, he continued to maintain tha t the ho sti li ty of the 

Kievans to the Russian government should not extend to progressive Russian 

literature which was free of the faults they had correctly perceived in 
19 

the Russian state. 
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~ '. '. ,,", Drahomaniv claimed that if Ukrainian literature .in Russia had 

been of any value, it was not due solely to popUlar Ukrainian instincts 

and traditions, but largely to the literary ideas of the ,progressive 

Russia.1'J. cOlIlI!Il.mity which had shown the path Ukrainian literature was to 

take' to become useful to the Ukrainian populace. He thought that Ukrai-

nians were acting foolishly when they refused.to acknowledge as Ukrain

ian those writers who did not use the Ukrainian language. He was of 

the opinion that the content and the spirit of a work were of the high-

est value and not the language in which it was written. According to 

Drahomaniv, works 1~itten in Ukrainian were often of no benefit to the 

population at aIl for their authors were intellectuals who had adopted 

aristocratic tendencies and had become alienated not only from their 
20 

narodnost but also from their narod. 

He believed that aIl Slavs should accept the Russian language 

as the diplomatic tongue and as an obligatory subject in school even if 

they could not accept it as the exclusive language of teaching or as 

the official language in courts and in the administration. To mm, All-

Slavic interests were something quite different !rom the.domestic and 
21 

national interests of each nation. l~oreover, i t was his firm convict-

ion that only in the Russian language and as citizens of an Al1-Russian 

State could Ukrainians have any influence on the actions of the state 

and have a voice in their own affairs as weIl as in aIl of Slavdom. 

Consequently, he to1d Galicians that: 

Whoever sees treason or harm for specific Ukrainian matters 
in seeing the Russian language as an intermediary among all 
Slavs is being ridiculous. He should recall that this was 
one of the points in the pro gram of the Brotherhood of ~ts. 
Cyril and Methodius in 1847 which until now is still the 
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22 
most intelligent thing produced by Ukrainian-lovers. 

If many Ukrainians in Russia were rather hostile towards Drahomaniv 

because of his "Russophile" views', then very few in Galicia were over-

ly sympathetic towards him. 

Even before his final split with the ·Kievan Hromada, Drahomaniv 

had begun to criticize Galician leaders. He accused the two parties 

in Galicia, the Moskvofily (Russophiles) and the Narodovtsi (Populists), 

of a lack of realism, claiming that both parties had the desire,to 

"ride the high horse of politics" and the tendency to dream up various 

plans for the future of Ukraine which were dependent upon the aid they 

might recei ve from European governments. Moreover, Galician intellect-

uals, instead of working towards educating the population on the rights 

of their nationality, were arguing over a definition of what constituted 

a Ruthenian .. While the leaders were thus di vided on poli tical and theor-

etical problems, the Galician masses were choosing Poles as deputies to 

their :awn Diet. 

The question IIWho are the Ruthenians?" had been· raised by the 

Poles. Drahomaniv believed they were tobe answered in this manner: 

It is for us to decide who are the Ruthenians. But for those 
of you specifically occupied with ethnography, it is sufficient 
to know that there are. so many of us, that we feel different 
from you, desire. a new, legal status for ourselves and a new 
means for educating ourselves.23 

He argued that it was necessary for Galician politicians to increase 

and organize the strength of the masses and only then to think about 

for.mulating programs and uniting with foreign powers in an attempt to 

change their nation's status. Consequently, he was not surprised to 

see how little progress was being made in the political sphere, for 
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Galician leaders manifested "an absence of principles, inconsistency, 

lack of discipline, disagreements over strategic tactics" and, as a 
24 

result, achieved no results in their various schemes and experiments. 

Although Drahomaniv did not hesitate to denounce either Pop

ullsts or Russophiles, his criticism of the latter was far harsher, be

cause he regarded thent as enemies of progresse 'VJhile they spoke of 

their desire for Galicia to unite spiritually with Russia, they the~ 

selves sympathized with reactionary circles in Russiawhom the majority 

of Russians despised because their teachings were harmful to the inter-
25 

ests of the Russian masses. Moreover, the Russophiles accepted consider-

able donations from the Russian government as an aid in publishing their 

journal ~ (The Word). Consequently, Drahomaniv condemned the Russo

philes and their tactics. 

The Russophiles claimed that Drahomaniv was an organizer of 

secret societies, that he was responsible for spreading IIrotten Western 

cornmunism and socialismlt , and that bis followers were "lost sheep and 
26 

he their shepherd ll • Not surprisingly, Drahomaniv decided to have no-

thing more to do with them. 

On the whole, Drahomaniv was not as critical of the Populists 

because he believed that he could bring them over ta his way of thinking •. 

At first, the Populists fell under.the influence of V. Barvinskyi who 

propagated what Drahomaniv termed "the cult of popular sanctities". 

This was an idea which regarded certain national traits as holy, "worthy 

of being p1a.ced on a pedestal". According to Barvinskyi, such traits 

included the national costume, religion (sometimes Orthodoxy was mention

ed, sometimes the Uniate Church), the Cyrillic alphabet, the ·Julian 
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calendar and, finally, the Ukrainian language. In a most definitive 

manner, Drahomaniv showed the absurdity and irrationality of Barvin-
27 

skyi's theor,y. Drahomaniv did not deny that each nationality possessed 

certain unique traits but he asserted that much that was seen as nation-

al in the past was in fact common to all nations at a certain point in 

their growth or the product of ;', long established historical processes 
2S 

that transcended national boundaries and national cüLures. 

Under the impact of "the cult of popular sanctities" theory, 

the Populist organ Pravda (Truth) began to emphasize nationalism above 

every other "ism" and, wi th its phrases about the "temperament and nat-

ure of the Russian people", started to sow the seeds of intolerance and 
29 

hatred of the Great Russians amongst Galicians. Besides this, the 

Populists, despite what their name suggested, exhibited anti-popular 

tendencies·for, in describing the common peasant, they proclaimed: 

Ah yes, gentlemeni, You are always fighting for the rights 
of the khlop. You say: give him land. But you don't know 
the nature of our khlop. Give him land, leave him on his 
own - he 'll lie down under a pear tree and sleep)O 

Drahomaniv was extremely displeased with such attitudes and 

hoped that his exhortations might influence the Populists to change 

their views. First of ail, he declared that their greatest fault was 

their over-emphasis on nationalism and their lack of interest in socio-

cultural problems. He advised the Populists to re-evaluate their posi-

tion on the Great Russian nation and its literature for it was from 

this peoples' progressive writers, especially from men like Turgenev, 

Chernyshevsky and Dobro~ubov, that they would learn to be realistic. 

Drahomaniv attributed their hostility towards Russian literature and 
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language to ignorance of the fact that the Russian masses were indiff-

erent to nationalism bec~use their boundaries had been decided long 
31 

ago. 

By opposing the Populists' llnationalistic idiosyncraciesll and 

by claiming tha t the Ukrainian movement could develop normally only in 

closest contact with the progressive movement in Russia, Drahomaniv gained 

himself enemies among the Populists as welle They accused him of trying 

to Russify the Ukrainian comnnmity. By 1876, however, a number of younger 

Populists, especially 1. Franko and M. Pavlyk, were strongly influenced 

by Drahomaniv's pleas to serve the interests of the narod and often 

turned to him for advice. They remained members of the Populi st Party 

and continued to write in its journals, but by the early l880's they 

beg~ to criticize the nationalistic views of the older members and 

to adopt and spread Drahomaniv's socialist ideas. 

Drahomaniv, however, could not understand how these young 

Il progressives Il could remain in any kind of union with the Populists 

or publish anyof their works in their journal unless they were.opport-

unists lacking in moral principles. Franko tried to explain that cir-

cumstances sometimes forced them to make use of Populist organs and 
32 

that it was not a question of opportunism but one of tactical necessity. 

He felt that Drahomanïv's perpetual criticism of their mistakes was 

tactless for they were only beginners and entitled to make errors. Franko 

was convinced that some encouragement from time to time \'1Ould have been 

more beneficial than constant admonitions. 

Drahomaniv retorted that his sole concern was the formation of 

a group of people ~ hopefully the progressive youth - who would not toy 

with principles and with people who would work seriously and energetic-
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ally for the good and well-being of the narod. His harsh criticisms 

resulted from his annoyance at the lack of progress in Galicia. . He 

expressed his unwillingness to continue his friendship with Franko 

(although he would still advise him if the latter so desired) as long 

as he remained in the PopUli st camp and voiced his disappointment in 

the following manner: 

l would be willing to wait until Augu~t for apples. Act
ually, l would be ready to die in May if only l could see 
its flowers in bloom - nay, just seeing the leaves would 
be sufficient, provided they were apple leaves and not God 
knows what else133 . 

It was not long, however, before the progressive youth became 

too radical for the older P~pulists. They endorsed Drahomaniv's social-

ist principles and attempted to propagate these ideas among the Galician 

peasants. The youth believed that the older Populists 'concentration on 

nationalism reflected a lack of understanding of the real needs of the 

popular masses and convinced them of the superficiality of their Galic-
34 

ian pa triotism. In 1339, they broke with the Populists and emerged 

as. a small but formally-organized party - the Rusko Ukrainska Radikalna 

Partiia (the Russ-Ukrainian Radical Party) - and in the early 1390's 

founded two journals, Narod and Khlibo_ (The Farmer). 

The Radicals regarded Drahomaniv as their spiritual father 

and continued to rel.y upon ms advice, vmieh he was delighted to pro-

vide. On the organization of the Party, he recommended that the .Radieals 

follow the English pattern of· choosing a leader and leaving him with the 

freedom of initiative and the choiee of his closest advisers. This, 
35 

he believed, was most inaecordance with the laws of nature. On mam-

bership, he advised that the Party accept only those who had a steady 

--_. __ ... ----------... _- - ._ .. _ ..... --.. 
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profession. He was strongly opposed ta letting students join for he 

had little faith in their youthful radicalism. He claimed that stu-

dents were always radical at some point, and that those who devoted 

their time to being radical reverted even faster to conservatism than 
36 

those who spent their time studying. Franko found Drahomaniv's COlIDll-

ent interesting but totally unsuited for the Radical Party. First of 

ail, he arguedthat if they did not accept students, they would have 

no party at aIl or else the formation of. it would have taken place at 

some unknown time in· the future. Secondly, he could not see wha t harm 

there was in lnaking use of a person during the time that he was a stu-
37 

dent and still radical. As to a pro gram, he recommended that the 

Radicals follow the socialist movement in the West, but insisted that 

they not copy tao closely tte program of the French or German sociilists. 

He suggested that they al ways keep in mind the practical needs of the 

population and maie concrete demands, such as an eight hour working day, 
38 

so that the activity of the party would not become purely literar,y. 

He warned them against becoming anti-clerical and proposed instead that 
39 

they propagate religious toleration and separation of Church and State. 

He regarded agitation for the realization of the constitutional rights 

which, lIalthough existing in theory, practically did not exist in 
40 

Galiciall , as their most important and immediate political duty. Finaily, 

he urged them to liberate themselves from the traditional prejudices 

against both Poles and Russians. The Radicals mus t realize tha t each 

nation had its good and bad features, the latter arising not,from any 

national characteristic, but rather from the insufficient education of 
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41 
those who manifested race hatred. He saw the necessity for Ukrainians, 

Galicians, Poles and Russians to work together instead of fighting against 

each other in order to achieve their common goal of liberation from 

oppressive regimes. 

Before his death in 1895, Drahomaniv had one more opportunity 

to denounce political independence for Ukraine, an idea which he had 

always believed a practical impossibility. In 1894, lu. Bachynskyi (who 

was a member of the Radical'''Par,ty until the Ukrainian Social Democratie 

Party was formedh.sent Drahomaniv a draft of his work entitled Ukraina 

irredenta. In it, he defended the political independence of Ukraine 

as a precondition to her ec~nomic and cultural development. He also pro-

claimed that after the attainment of political independence, a bourgeois 

Ukrainian state would decay and out of its ruins would emerge the final 
42 

goal - Ukrainian social democracy. 

Drahomaniv criticized Bachynskyi's work for being toodoctrin-

aire. He claimed that he could not agree to an exclusively economie 

philosophy of history and politics because he regarded it as a form-of 

metaphysics and because human life was much too complex to be explained 

by one àement only. Secondly, he criticized Bachynskyi for factual 

errors and told him that if he corrected them, he would discover that 

his doctrine rested on shaky grounds. Thirdly, he accused Bachynskyi 

of adhering to Marxian doctrine, not because it was convincing, but be-

cause Maman literature was easily available and relieved the "50-

called intellectuals ll from thinking on their own. Lastly, he denounced 

Bachynskyi's concept of a politically inde pendent Ukraine because he 
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still saw no grounds for political separation from Russia, and be-

cause independence interfered with the process of internationaliza-
43 

tion which clashed with his utopian dreams of a world where peace 

and brotherhood would prevail instead of war and hatred. 
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CONCLUSION 

It is obvious that as a result of hiscareer as a publicist, 

a dloice not of his own making, Drahomaniv became a controversial fig-

li!'e in both Ukrainian and Rus sian intellectual circles of various poli-

tical leanings. His harsh criticisms of their goals and their methods 

provoked equally harsh condemnations of his own attitudes and proposaIs 

by his contemporaries. Sensitive to the range of these counter-attacks, 

he once reflected: 

During my whole life l have always œen attacked from at 
least two opposite sides at once, and l have even set for 
myself the criterion of regarding something as a failure 
if, on its account, l am only attacked from one side.l 

It was almost inevitable that both his Russian and. Ukrainian 

contemporaries would accuse him of being a Il li ttle Russian chauvinist ll 

and a "Ukrainian renegade" respecti vely. Drahomani v wrote about spec-

ifically Ukrainian matters in Ukrainian and about those dealing with 

Russia and her Empire in Russian, and each group tended to read only 

those polemics in its own language •. Consequently, each side would have 

found him biased unless they examined what he hadwritten in both lang-

uages. 

To a large degree, Drahomaniv' s eval'uations of both sides 

were valide . He was correct in claiming that Ukrainians in Russia spent 

their time idealizing the past and attributing the sad fate which be-

fell their "narodnost'" to the craftiness of their neighbourse ;He was 

also correct in believing that the miserable plight of the Ukrainian 
2 

masses was due largely to the actions of the Ukrainian aristocracy. 

Moreover, one could argue that Drahomani v was extremely perceptive in 
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hypothesizing that "only a world-widè cataclysm could tear away the 
3 

Ukrainians politically from the Great Russians. 1I . 

However, his attacks on intellectuals for directing their 

efforts towards winning cultural concessions from the Russian govern-

ment and for abstaining from political activities were unjust. He him-

self had been forced into exile for "harbouring Ukrainian views" and 

heacknowledged that "in Russia, one cannot speak ••• about. any law. 

There one al ways has te be ready to defend his works, his views and 
4 

his own person by means of a revolver." 

In the case of the Ukrainians in Galicia, Drahomanïv observed 

that living in constitutional monarchy put them in a better position 

thanUkrainians in Russia to develop a national consciousness even if 

the Poles encroached upon their constitutional rights. Correctly, he 

claimed that both existing parties in Galicia had adopted policies which 

would place the destiny of the Ukrainian narod in the hands of Polish 

landlords or Russian bm" .Jaucrat"s. To counter that eventuality,. he played 

an important role in directing the organization and activities of the 

newly-founded Radical Party. 

But he did not spare this party of progressive youth from 

upbraidings whenever he saw the need fer them. He accused them of 

lacking steadfastness in principles and of being opportunists, and 

urged them "to stop playing games of parliamentary tacticswith all parties 

and, instead, place most emphasis on attempting to bring over as many of 
5 

the common masses as possible to their basic principles. 1I He criticized 

them for being much too concerned about affairs in their own territory, 

suggesting that they should take the initiative in organizing solidarity 
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between themselves and Ukrainians in Russia.. Yet one wonders how he 

expected the Radicals to believe in the possibility of achieving sol-

idarity when he himself warned them not to rely too much on Ukrainians 
'.6 

tlfor they break their promises just as easily as they make them. 1I 

Drahomaniv'.s judgements of Russian intellectuals and revolu-

tionaries also displayed contradictions. One cannot but agree with his 

negative attitude towards the Moscow Slavophiles for, even in his own 

time, liberal elements in Russia were hostile to their teachings and 
7 

regarded them as "chauvinists comparable to the Boulangists in France.1I 

With respect to the Russian radical revolutionaries, and 

especially Lavrov and Plekhanov, he was justified in séliring that their 

programs showed a disregard for the national aspirations of the minor-

ities in the Empire. But in criticizing the terrorist tactics of Bakun-

inists and Lavrovists, he showed not only his nai vety but also the con

tradictory character of his own proposals as to the means to be used 

for reconstru~g of the Russian Empire. His belief that changes in 

Russia could be attained by peaceful means assumed a certain willingness 

on the part of the Tsar and state officials togive up at least part of 

their power and acknowledge some ct the demands of the revolutionaries. 

For a man who was so critical of the autocratie system and who saw 

exile as his only recourse, such an assumption was naive. 

It can be argued that it was not so much naivety as Drahomaniv's 

ambiguous attitude towards force that prompted his contradictory state-

ments about violent and non-violent methods. While perpetuallJr denounc-

ing Russian::~r.ëvo~u~eil.al?-e~· ferqtheir,:Mâccbiavellian tactics, he did' 

not find it strange that they resorted to force and announced that 
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~
~ "nous applaudissons \ tout tentative de d~fense arm~e de sa personne 

et de sa demeure contre lès envahisseurs de la troisi'ëme sectionll • . \ 

At the same time, bis revulsion to violence prompted him to add that 

IInous ne pr~cherons jamais llassassinat occulte, pas même celui d'un 
8 

espion, d'un chef de police secrète, d'un tyranll • 

His determination never to glorify killings or to endorse 

terror as a system reflected bis belief in the idea that large-scale 

changes could not be attained by assaults against the individuals who 

upheld an eril system. He was a proponent of evolution as opposed to' 

revolution. Even his political motto - it is not by force that the 

drops of water wear away the stone, but by a1ways falling - show that 

he could not envision revolution as a major factor in achieving social 

change. Yet one could easily argue that this attitude towards revolu

tion -represented wishful thinking, for, when faced w:i.th astate rigidly 

opposed to reform, Drahomaniv stated that in Ukraine the masses had no 

hope-without revolution. 

In addition to these contradictions, one can point out yet 

another. While consistently advocating that Ukrainians should unite 

with the Russians -and, in a common struggle, work towards a common goal, 

he forbade them to joïn any Russian revolutionary party and insisted 

not only that they "pledge·not to go outside of Ukraine," but that with

in ~raine, "they stick to the corner where they grew up and with which 
9 -

they were most familiar. Il 

Nor would it be difficult w accuse Drahomaniv of inconsist-

ency with his own preachings about the importance of scientific researcl1' 

and methodology. In attempting to prove the distinct character of the 
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Ukrainian people, the basis of his assertion of their right to an 

autonomous existence, his strongest claim to scientific evidence (al

thougn he was convinced that he had provided several scientific proois) 

was that Ukrainian folksongs uform a distinct and integrated group, and 

this is one of the clearest signs of a crystallized and homogeneous 
10 

nationality". Moreover, although Drahomaniv had a sound view of 

the historian as not only a purveyor of facts but also as an inter-

preter of facts, he himself, on occasion, failed in the basic task of 

marshalling reliable data. He gave, for example, dubious figures for 

the number-of inhabitants throughout all Ukradnjan territories. While 

in Russia, he sets the number of Ukrainians at 14,239,129, in Galicia, 

Bukovina and Transcarpathia, he sets their numbers at 2,312,000, 
11 

200,000 and 520,000 respectively. 

Despite aIl these flaws, however, Drahomaniv's theories and 

activities showed that he was a well-balanced individualin comparison 

to a majority of his extremist contemporaries. Even Peter Struve des-

cribed Drahomaniv as 

the first sober and yet unflinching publicist among the 
Russian émigrés who firmly advocated the principle of the 
struggle for political and democratic institutions and re
jected the very idea of 'social revolution' carried out 
by extra-legal violent methods.12 

One should also examine the extent to which Drahomaniv's 

writings had any influence. If it seemed that his adviceand exhort

ations had li ttle effect on his contemporaries in Russian Ukraine, then 

in Galicia, the opposite wastrue. There, he beca.Iil.e a central figure 

in socio-political developments. Russophiles and Populists hated him 
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and the clergy was afraid of him, but the progressive youth listened 

to him. And it was through them that Drahomaniv had an influence, 

albeit indirect, on Russian Ukraine as welle His hopes for the role 

that Galicia might play in the awakening of a national liberation 

movement in all of Ukraine were fulfilled. 

Finally, it was largely due ta Drahomaniv's political publica

tions in Western European languages, including French and Italian, that 

Europe recognized the existence of a Ukrainian nation and became acquainted, 

to at least a small degree, with some of the problems facing the Ukrainian 

population in their struggle to survive as a separate nation. 

That struggle would be nei ther brief nor easy:. ttwith one blow 

of the horn, the walls of Jericho will not come falling downtt • Yei:. ... : 

Drahomaniv's conscience was at ease for he believed thathehadfound 

a way of changing society's views, and once this was done, a change in 

the conditions under which Ukrainians lived would eventuallycome. This 

belief was in accordance with the goal that he expected each individual 

to set up for himself, a bellef which he adopted from J.S. Mill: 

each man must work in such a manner that, at death, he 
might say that at least a small part of the human condi
tion was left in a better state than in which he found it.13 
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